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In space, everyone wants to hear you scream: player voice as game audio in EVE Online and other video games. 
 

 

Abstract 

 
Player voices pose issues when considered in the context of video game sound. 

Voice can be used as a control interface for games such as Guitar Hero and There 

Came An Echo. Voice can play a role within the authorship of player and character 

identity, and change how players experience game narrative. Voice is also used to 

facilitate coordination between players of multiplayer games and is increasingly 

common as part of the gameplay experience.  

 

Yet player voice is often considered to be extradiegetic - external to the 

fantasy-reality of a virtual environment - despite the role of players as interactive 

co-authors of the game ‘text’. Given the importance of voice to play experiences, it is 

possible that voice can become part of the game ‘text’. This paper contextualises 

player voice and explores the complex relationship between player voice, developer 

and game ‘text’. 
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In space, everyone wants to hear you scream: player voice as game 

audio in EVE Online and other video games 
 
Introduction 
 
The study of video games is not a new field. Game design - and the practicalities of building 

a game from scratch - has been well-investigated over the last half century since arcade 

games first began to compete with juke boxes, bartenders and friends in bars around the 

world. Academic considerations came later, with Mark J.P. Wolf & Bernard Perron noting in 

their 2003 volume The Video Game Theory Reader that the collection “could not have come 

into being [if not for] scholars [now] willing to take the video game seriously as a cultural 

object of attention.”  1

 

The study of video game sound and music as a sub-division is later still in the chronology of 

research. In their introduction to Ludomusicology, the editors acknowledge that it is a “new 

area of scholarship” - albeit one undergoing “rapid and expansive development.”  Within the 2

last ten years, we can discover extensive previous research done from design and 

conceptual viewpoints. Alexander Brandon discussed the function of sound within video 

games in 2005, noting that technological advances now permitted “everything from the 

grandest orchestra to the most advanced synthesizer” creating “a new kind of 

challenge...just because you can write music and create sound effects doesn’t mean you 

can make them sound good [in a game]”.  3

 

The role of sound to create an immersive environment has also been the subject of much 

study. Mark Grimshaw analyzes first-person shooters, particularly the ability of the player to 

contribute sound to the virtual world as a key factor in immersion.  Emily Ridgway’s design 4

1  For an introduction to game theory and its history, see Wolf, Mark J. P., and Bernard Perron, eds. 
The Video Game Theory Reader. New York and London: Routledge, 2003. 
2  Michiel Kamp, Tim Summers, and Mark Sweeney, “Introduction” in Ludomusicology: approaches to 
video game music, ed. Michiel Kamp, Tim Summers, and Mark Sweeney. Sheffield, UK: Equinox 
Publishing, 2016, 1. 
3  Brandon, Alexander. Audio for games planning, process, and production. Berkeley, CA: New Riders 
Games, 2005, xii 
4  Grimshaw, Mark. "Sound and Player Immersion in Digital Games." In The Oxford Handbook of 
Sound Studies. : Oxford University Press, 2011-12-02. 
http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780195388947.001.0001/oxfordhb-978019
5388947-e-014. 
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perspectives - audio lead for bestselling game Bioshock - are discussed by Mark Ward, 

particularly examining how dialogue aids in perceptual and narrative immersion.  5

 

Yet in amidst much of this research, one question that is rarely asked is that which would 

seem to be most self-evident: what is video game sound? Games are not played in ideal 

environments, which could be “cleaned” of all sounds of the external, non-virtual, 

surroundings. As seems evident external sound around us be should not considered part of 

the intended play experience in most games.  

 

Yet specifying that it is only sound originating from within an audio engine may not entirely 

suffice - audio engines simply process files, ensuring that the correct file is played at the 

correct time. The role of players in determining the moment at which an audio engine 

functions can embody game audio with performative aspects that transform it from a ‘text’ to 

a ‘performance’ .  By granting players partial control over the elements of a game such as 6

audio cues, developers sacrifice autonomy over their creation, ensuring a collaborative 

experience in both narrative and sound. Developers act as an enabler, providing a medium 

for negotiation between player intent and game narrative. 

 

Even within performative examinations of video games that privilege the player and their 

actions, investigations of player voice seems to have been neglected. Considerations of the 

game ‘texts’ rarely include considerations of the player voice, perhaps because many 

consider it not to be part of the text at all, but instead merely part of the receivers reaction 

and consumption of the game. Admittedly, there are few games which utilise player voice as 

a control interface. The freedom of speech in presenting an almost unlimited number of 

options pose significant technical difficulties. Allowing for languages with thousands of 

regional dialects and the technological challenges of parsing complex strings can make 

voice a difficult addition to a game. 

 

Yet it is hard to deny that in recent years, voice has increasingly formed part of gameplay 

experiences within new video games. As Collins observes, “today games are primarily a 

social experience and played in groups...virtually via online gaming or in the same physical 

5  Ward, Mark. "Voice, Videogames, and the Technologies of Immersion." Voice, 2010, 267-77. 
doi:10.7551/mitpress/9780262013901.003.0014. 
6  Mosley, Roger. "Playing Games with Music (and Vice Versa): Ludomusicological Perspectives on 
Guitar Hero and Rock Band." In Taking It to the Bridge: Music as Performance, ed Cook, Nicholasand 
Richard Pettengill, 279-318. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2013. 
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space.”  Within multiplayer games, we can expect the widespread adoption of headsets to 7

communicate within this virtual space. Players communicating amongst themselves avoids 

technical challenges with parsing language, but we it does allow avoidance of the potential 

artistic changes that such communication makes.  

 

Even where developers only expect players to speak to each other - rather than using the 

voice as an interface with the game - there is a risk that the developer-designed virtual world 

will be changed through player voices. Jeongwon Joe’s exploration of opera in cinematic 

soundtrack contains the observation that “[voice] has the capacity of intervening and 

subverting the visual and linear discourse” . Given the similarities of cinematic film to video 8

game as audiovisual media, this could be seen as a cautionary note for developers - and 

one supported by the work of Richard Bartle who accuses voice of causing “reality to intrude 

a little too much,” hence opposed to the creation of the “virtual” immersive world through 

making it “just another aspect of the real one.”  9

 

Perhaps this fear of the invasion of reality into fictional fantasy-realities comes from the 

connections between voice and identity. Laura Tunbridge explored the intimacy of the ‘haptic 

voice’ noting that “to write about voice is often to write about intimate experience”. Voice can 

become an identity. Tunbridge writes of Scarlett Johansson’s work in Her that the integration 

of voice “can only be completed by imagining that her too-human voice connects to a carnal 

being being the fictive computer.”  10

 

It is straightforward to translate this argument to human voices embodying virtual avatars in 

video games. Gamers frequently play using avatars that bear little resemblance to 

themselves, creating a consistent risk that heard human voices are attached to avatars 

which bear no resemblance to themselves. Perhaps we could link it playfully to Tunbridge’s 

observation that “the problem of distinguishing between real experience and its surrogate is 

highlighted when Samantha [the computer voice] suggests arranging for a surrogate sexual 

partner to visit Theodore [the user]”. Does hearing a voice ourselves inspire our own desire 

for a physical reality? 

 

7  Collins, Karen. Playing with sound: a theory of interacting with sound and music in video games. 
Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2013, 14. 
8  Joe, Jeongwon. Opera as soundtrack. Farnham, Ashgate, 2013, 146 
9  Bartle, Richard A. Designing virtual worlds. Berkeley, CA: New Riders, 2006, 145-146. 
10  Laura Tunbridge, ‘Scarlett Johansson's Body and the Materialization of Voice’, Twentieth-Century 
Music 13/1 (2016), 139–152. 
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And, as Tunbridge suggests, audiences familiar with Johansson’s voice may be surprised 

when Portia Doubleday arrives to give a physical reality to her voice. The audience of Her - 

at least those who recognise the actor - are likely to be slightly unnerved by the disjunct 

between voice and appearance. Theodore experiences some confusion about whether he 

desires this physical reality. This reflects player discussions on the role of voice in their play - 

we can see that players have confusion over whether or not they desire the physical reality 

that a player voice provides to a virtual avatar such as within Cheng’s discussion in Sound 

Play of communities within Second Life . However, it also seems likely that communities 11

within Second Life - with the adroit tagline of “where you can be whomever you’d like”  - are 12

likely to disagree with communities from, say, Call of Duty - where players control a 

character distinct from their own identity, and do not have the same strong connection to 

their virtual identity. 

 

We can see from these areas that Bartle’s concerns are well-grounded. Yet still, given the 

large-scale use of voice within video game play in modern releases, it seems hard to say we 

should dismiss voice within games as something simply outside of the fantasy-reality. Voice 

has become commonplace to the play experience of many people since the widespread 

introduction of broadband, and can be heard in an increasingly high proportion of game.  13

This thesis aims to explore the complex relationship between the virtual worlds of games 

and the player voices that speak within them. 

 

  

11  Cheng, Role-Playing. 
12  “Second Life - About”, Accessed September 07, 2017. 
https://www.facebook.com/pg/secondlife/about. 
13   Collins, Karen. Playing with sound: a theory of interacting with sound and music in video games. 
Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2013, 79-80 
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Game Sound 
 
Before we can examine player voice, a broader exploration of sound within video games is 

needed to gain a contextual understanding of the sonic environments in which such voices 

sit. 

 

The study of audiovisual material necessitates discussion of the properties of sound within 

the fantasy-realities that the material seeks to create. One oft-considered property is that of 

the point of origin of the auditory events. Whilst sound forms part of the fantasy-reality, it is 

not always clear where auditory events originate. These issues are particularly evident in the 

study of musical score in audiovisual media. 

 

Audiences and characters within audiovisual media do not share a listening perspective. 

Some music lies outside the imagined perspective of the character whilst other music lies 

within the imagined perspective of the character. Within film studies, the quality of location is 

often referred to as ‘diegesis’ : sounds that have sources within the fantasy-reality (ie. club 

music) are considered ‘diegetic’, whilst sounds that do not have a source within the 

fantasy-reality (ie. underscore) are considered ‘non-diegetic’.  We could equally refer to 14

these sounds as ‘sourced’ and ‘unsourced’ audio respectively,  looking primarily upon 15

whether we recognise a definitive source for the audio within the fantasy-reality. 

 

It is important to understand that a source being within the fantasy-reality does not 

necessitate that it is ‘onscreen’. Diegetic sound sources may be invisible, or imagined. A 

viewer that hears a car door slam followed by crunching gravel, then a doorbell may 

presume that a character has left their car and then walked to the door, and understand that 

all of these foley effects are diegetic. Film sound can be seen as containing many imagined 

diegetic sound sources. Equally, being willing to accept auditory information is a key part of 

immersion - audiences trust their auditory observations and apply them to better 

understanding the fantasy reality they view in what Chion describes as “a specific perceptual 

mode of reception… audio-vision”.  16

14  Brown, Royal S. Overtones and undertones: reading film music. Berkeley, Calif.: Univ. of California 
Press, 2009, 67. 
15  Particularly used by professionals within the film industry. See Sadoff, Ronald H. "The Role of the 
Music Editor and the 'Temp Track' as Blueprint for the Score, Source Music, and Scource Music of 
Films." Popular Music 25, no. 2 (2006): 165-83. http://www.jstor.org/stable/3877557. 
16  Chion, Michel. Audio-vision: Sound on Screen. Trans. & ed. Claudia Gorbman. New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1994, xxv-xxvii. 
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Despite the similarities of an audiovisual audience, game audio differs from film audio in one 

important regard: game audio is interactive and exists within a co-authored environment. 

Players are not only consumers - enjoying an authored fantasy-reality - but also producers - 

actively taking a role within their experience of the authored fantasy-reality. This interactive 

framework fundamentally changes the way that we could think and discuss audio in games. 

Collins suggests that “our interaction with sound...adds significant implications for our 

understanding of sound in media...interactive sound may encourage a three-way emergent 

meeting where new  meanings are created through interaction.”  This new created meaning 17

permits sound to take on further communicative aspects within the interactive environment. 

 

Often this interactive audio meaning must be learnt by the player for a thorough experience 

of the authored fantasy-reality. Payday 2, a co-op heisting game, in particular relies on 

sound to enhance gameplay or replace graphical user interfaces. Of particular importance to 

players is the musical communication during gameplay, which has three phases: ‘quiet’, 

‘loud’, ‘assault’. 

 

Most heists start with a suspenseful ‘quiet’ track which represents the stealth portion of the 

map, which then picks up into a more vigorous ‘loud’ phase when the player sets off an 

alarm. This warns the player that enemies are now spawning on the map. During these 

FPS-elements of the game, phases where enemies spawn more regularly are also marked 

by a change in the music to an ‘assault’ phase, which is often faster-paced or has different 

musical elements, depending on the track being used. Players learn to recognise assault 

phases through these audio cues, which are more noticeable than a change in text at the top 

of the screen. 

 

Further, players must remain aware of special enemies such as snipers, ‘bulldozers’, 

‘tasers’, ‘cloakers’ and more. Each of these pose a significant threat to the player and require 

special tactics to overcome. These special enemies are marked by audio cues both when 

they spawn within the game, and often have different voice lines and footstep sounds that 

can be detected as they approach the player. This ensures the player is aware of their 

presence and can locate them quickly, allowing avoidance or engagement dependent on 

whether the player currently has the tools to deal with the special enemy. We could see this 

as bearing similarities to the observances of Van Elferen regarding survival horror, where 

17  Collins, Playing with Sound, 37-38 
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“zombies and monsters … announce their presence before they appear within the player 

avatar’s sight” . 18

 

During ‘stealth’ gameplay, players also need to use sound in play. When detected by a 

guard, players can kill them, causing the guard to trigger a ‘pager’. These pagers are marked 

by a flashing yellow outline around the corpse of the guard and a voice line instructing the 

heister to ‘answer the pager’ to prevent the operator from calling the police. Whilst this part 

of the ‘pager’ mechanic has a clear visual cue as well, there is no visual cue to keep track of 

how many pagers the player has answered. If the player answers more than 4 pagers in any 

given mission, the alarm is triggered and ‘stealth’ has failed. Players must listen to audio 

cues to keep track of how many pagers have been used and how many remain, something 

encouraged by the developer through the use of humorous conversations as part of the 

paging process. 

 

Payday 2 also establishes an expectation that players will listen to sound by having key 

gameplay information about map objectives delivered solely through dialogue. In the 

challenge “Cook Off” players must combine three ingredients to create ‘meth’. However, the 

order of ingredients is randomised at the end of each successful creation process. If the 

ingredients are added in the wrong order, this causes the laboratory to explode, often killing 

the players and failing the level. The correct order can only be determined by listening 

carefully to the voice of the gang’s contractor Bain who provides them with instructions. 

Without dialogue, “Cook Off” would be essentially impossible to successfully complete. 

 

This provides an opportunity to examine additional complications within video games for 

considerations of diegesis. All of these sounds within Payday 2 appear to be diegetic in 

some regard - they have a clear point of origin within the fantasy-reality, and have a specific 

narrative purpose within the scope of each mission. However, it is not always immediately 

clear whether or not they are diegetic. 

 

Whilst sounds within film have a fixed perspective decided by the creators, the ability of the 

player to move within a virtual-reality conflicts with the necessity of sound to interacting with 

the game. Special enemies may spawn far from the player, but the player must be made 

aware of their presence. This means that these sounds are projected to every player equally 

18  Isabella Van Elferen, “Analysing Game Musical Immersion: The ALI Model” from Ludomusicology, 
ed. Kamp, Summers, and Sweeney, 41. 
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with no respect to their closeness to the source, distorting the geography of the 

fantasy-reality for the benefit of permitting the player a better understanding the game world 

that they are interacting with in what we could see as the creation of ‘global’ sounds. 

 

Equally, players must be made aware of enemies close to them. Some sounds within 

Payday 2 that mark special enemies are locational. Players that look towards the perceived 

source hear it more clearly, whereas players that look away from the source (or who are far 

away within the game geography), do not hear it. These sounds could be seen as ‘local’ 

sounds - respective to the player’s perspective. This highlights how sound allows the player 

to develop an awareness of the fantasy-reality and the potential challenges and obstacles 

within a game. 

 

Within Payday 2 we can clearly see how the relationship between player and developer is 

expected to traditionally grow; developers create a ‘language’ of sounds that players grow to 

understand through repetitive play. Players learn to distinguish between ‘global’ sounds and 

‘local’ sounds and use both to interact with the game world more confidently. However, as 

already briefly touched upon, the interactive nature of the player’s experience of the game 

means the player’s experience of any sound is also in part controlled in part by them. 

 

Within normal gameplay, players trigger sounds in an expected, deliberate fashion. 

Developers create a sound file that is played whenever a gun is fired, and when the player 

fires their gun, they hear the sound. Developers also anticipate the need for sounds that 

reflect non-deliberate or imperfect gameplay. Within Halo, the infamous ‘Warthog’ has not 

only a selection of sounds for driving around, firing its weapons and driving over enemies, 

but also a selection of sounds for players who drive it into walls, into ponds, off of cliffs or 

otherwise into situations that ‘good’ driving would expect to avoid. 

 

We can therefore see that sound within video game play experiences is both information and 

feedback. There is haptic feedback - a button is pressed, and a sound is heard that is 

associated with that action - but also ludic information - a sound is heard, and information is 

gained from that sound. Sound and players interact reciprocally throughout play 

experiences, as is implied when we refer to video games as an interactive text.  19

 

19  Collins, Playing With Sound, 4-5.. 
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In some cases, audio material provided by developers provides enough reciprocal 

interaction that players can learn to navigate the world of the game through audial signifiers 

only. On popular streaming site Twitch.tv, gamers have been seen to play through games 

blindfolded, including the infamously difficult Dark Souls franchise where one streamer 

known as “SayviTV” demonstrated an ability to complete boss battles in Dark Souls III with 

minimal visual information - often playing blindfolded or with her eyes closed.  As gaming 20

site Dorkly observes, “[Sayvi] is carefully listening for audio cues and parrying at the exact 

right moment, and then following up with attacks accordingly.”   21

 

The audio material provided by the developers can also be used by players for creative 

purposes. In Sound Play,William Cheng describes the ongoing use of the ingame 

music-making system in Lord of the Rings Online to generate not only facsimiles of music 

taken from the contemporary world, but also to generate original compositions.  This music 22

may be used as part of ingame concerts, such as “Weatherstock” - an ingame concert 

roughly based on real-world festival “Woodstock” - which seem to bear strong resemblance 

to real-world festivals, with refreshments, selfies and live streaming to those unable to attend 

in-game.   As Mark Sweeney observes, this is both creative use of ingame resources by 23

players and an artistic statement, complete with discussion over what methods of 

composition are more artistic and style guides for ‘good’ compositions.  24

 

Other forms of resource (mis)use are also possible. Players can be found using game 

resources in unusual ways to create unique and distinct songs across many games. Within 

these creations, each game world is not  only a performance space for audio created 

deliberately by the player (within or without semiotic considerations) but also an instrument 

through which the player can perform and create performances directly.  

 

20  ErikaGaming. "Eyes Closed Pontiff Kill | Dark Souls 3." YouTube. September 18, 2016. Accessed 
September 07, 2017. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5w6z-h4hoEU. 
21Cooper, Tristan. "This Streamer is Destroying Dark Souls Bosses BLINDFOLDED." Dorkly. 
September 29, 2016. Accessed September 07, 2017. 
http://www.dorkly.com/post/80870/this-streamer-is-destroying-dark-souls-bosses-blindfolded. 
22  William Cheng, “Role-Playing toward a Virtual Musical Democracy” in Sound Play:Video Games 
and the Musical Imagination. Oxford Scholarship Online. 2014.DOI: 
10.1093/acprof:oso/9780199969968.001.0001 
23  For more information on this event, see the fan wikipedia article: "Weatherstock." Accessed 
September 07, 2017. https://lotro-wiki.com/index.php/Weatherstock. 
24  Sweeney, Mark. "Aesthetics and social interactions in MMOs: The gamification of music in Lord of 
the Rings Online and Star Wars: Galaxies." The Soundtrack 8, no. 1 (2015): 25-40. 
doi:10.1386/st.8.1-2.25_1. 
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These creations often lead to Machinima creations such as Red versus Blue (which initially 

used the Halo game engine to create a web series comic drama following the imagined 

adventures of the multiplayer teams in Halo) which have become widespread and 

well-known. 

 

The founding group, “Roosterteeth,” is now a successful professional production team. Their 

newer videos use a mixture of game engine footage and computer animation to create 

videos that offer a more ‘realistic’ portrayal of the characters involved by permitting them full 

control over the modelling skeleton, whilst retaining the core machinima-esque aesthetic that 

connects viewers to the nostalgia of the Halo series. 

 

More recent examples of unexpected use of game engines for performative ends may be 

found in the creative works of “Husky Raid”, who use the game engine of Halo’s spiritual 

descendent Destiny. Titled “Saw Something Weird On The…” their premise establishes a 

hypothetical player ‘stumbling across’ an unexpected dance routine during regular 

gameplay. Using character abilities, emoticons and weapons, Husky Raid generate music 

videos complete with lights, special effects and dancing.  Whilst perhaps crude compared to 25

using real actors and professional video tools, the sophistication in both planning and 

execution - along with viral elements in their marketing - made them an instant hit within not 

only the Destiny community but within the gaming community more generally. 

 

Game engines can also be used in a more purely musical fashion. Whilst Lord of the Rings 

Online has already been discussed, players have also used sound files from within games 

for unexpected purposes. “Automatic Mario” levels have been popular since players 

discovered level editing could permit completion of a level with minimal or zero input from a 

controller - essentially removing interactive elements from gameplay to create an experience 

closer to a film than an video game. Whilst at first these were simply a curiosity, the 

consistent speed of playback for “Automatic Mario” levels led to creators using the same 

process to create levels that would synchronise with music audio-visually. Players would see 

Mario’s actions, whilst hearing the sonic output of the level, both of which had been closely 

connected to a soundtrack. One video designed to accompany an eleven minute 

kpop-anime-nintendo music medley provides an impressive example, with sounds from 

25  Husky Raid. "Saw something weird at Venus Gate Lord.. [Husky Raid]." YouTube. October 07, 
2015. Accessed September 07, 2017. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ft4_I2SatsU. 
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Mario being used to double melody, bass, percussive elements and to create original 

countermelodies within the music.  26

 

Similarly, remixes of sound outside of the game engine have been popular. YouTuber 

“TooCurly” is one of the better known artists in this field, mixing sound files within games with 

commonly known material from popular culture. In “Alistar can play the COWBELL [Remix]”27

, he combines ‘cowbell’ audio files (and other sounds from League of Legends) with the 

Saturday Night Live meme “more cowbell”  and dubstep elements to create a celebration of 28

popular culture that appeals to his pop-culture-literate viewers. 

 

These examples demonstrate that audio within and from game environments is used in 

diverse and unexpected ways, stretching the limits of not only developer authorship but also 

player authorship. In Payday 2, sound is a core component of the user interface. Players 

cannot choose to ignore it without severely handicapping their play. Whilst players do not 

author sound, they must learn to understand the semiotic and semantic elements of the 

‘sound language’ created by the developers. 

 

Similarly, developers for Lord of the Rings Online may have anticipated the use of their 

performance tools to create elaborate works of music. It is less likely that they would have 

anticipated that players would create an ingame music festival. The developers for Mario 

disagree strenuously with the use of their game engine for the creation of music videos, yet it 

is clear that fans see the game engine as having the opportunity for audio-visual 

performance, just as players in Destiny  see an opportunity to create sophisticated dance 

videos within the game engine. 

 

To continue our discussion of the relationship between player audio and gameplay, an 

examination of instances where players control the play experience of other players must be 

considered further. Questions of authorship have already been raised by the use of 

developer-provided material, but these questions become more complex when considered in 

the light of multiplayer games. 

  

26  AutomaticSuperMario. "Automatic Mario." YouTube. September 13, 2010. Accessed September 07, 
2017. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9okEGkyoDtU. 
27  Stooylen. "Alistar can play the COWBELL [Remix]." YouTube. March 13, 2017. Accessed 
September 07, 2017. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WEyzpa1LA7c. 
28  Originating from: Saturday Night Live. “More Cowbell”. Season 25, Episode 16. Written by Will 
Ferrell and Donnell Campbell. NBC, April 8, 2000. 
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Authorship 
 
Before we can consider authorship (and hence the role of player voice) in multiplayer 

games, it is important to set out the parameters through which players author games more 

generally. I have already discussed how the interactive framework of video games causes 

players to be both consumer and producer. However, what elements of game do players 

author, and what agency do they have in these areas? 

 

Scott Cassidy explores the conceptualisation of video games in this interactive framework. 

He examines the areas of narratology and ludology as two opposing methods of video game 

conceptualisation - one focused on narrative, the other on game mechanics - and suggests 

that “video games should be conceptualised in a way that draws upon both approaches.”  29

As he puts it: “the fact that video games are interactive implies that their narrative in not 

fixed. Rather, the viewer can interact with the text, changing the course of the narrative as it 

unfolds”. Video-games are seen as a form of “non-linear hypertext”. 

 

The similarities and differences between narrative and games are explored further by 

Gonzalo Frasca. Frasca describes a series of interactive choices proposed by French writer 

Bremond, using the example of a door with a combination lock to demonstrate how this 

could be realised. A character could choose to not try to open it, or choose to try to open it. 

Upon choosing to try to open it, they can try a combination. This combination may work, or 

may not work at all. He contrasts this with his own definition of “ludus” (activity organised 

under a system of rules that defines a victory or a defeat, a gain or a loss) which contains a 

beginning, development, and a result (which can be either triumph or defeat).  30

 

Whilst they may seem superficially similar, for Frasca, these options demonstrate a 

difference between ludus and narrative. As he writes: “For an external observer, an 

adventure video game session will look like a group of narrative sequences…However, the 

player is not an external observer.” He continues with the observation that “some kinds of 

ludus can produce narrative sequences and, therefore, narrative. However, producing 

narrative and being narrative are different things.” 

 

29  Cassidy, Scott Brendan(2011) “The Videogame as Narrative”, Quarterly 
Review of Film and Video, 28:4, 292-306. http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/10509200902820266 
30  Frasca, Gonzalo. Ludology Meets Narratology: Similitude and differences between (video)games 
and narrative. Originally published in Parnasso, Helsinki. 1999. Accessed 7th September 2017. 
http://www.ludology.org/articles/ludology.htm  
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Cassidy and Frasca disagree - with Frasca concluding that video games cannot be narrative, 

and Cassidy concluding that video games are narrative - yet both agree that video games 

can be seen as a group of potentials which are then realised as discrete sequences. 

 

Hart also agrees, suggesting that “It is fairly intuitive to describe video games as sets of 

experience potentials”  but also raises the difficulty of studying video games as an 31

interactively authored text: “A subtler example might be whether or not the player of a racing 

car game decides to brake before a corner on a racetrack, or even with what force the player 

decides to brake. Each of these choices results in the subsequent choices presented to the 

player being altered.” 

 

His observation shows that choice - even where not immediately apparent - is an inevitable 

component of play. Play experiences between players will always explore a different group 

of the densely populated options, decisions and actions available. Given that even 

apparently trivial actions can result in major differences of outcome, a consideration of player 

authorship is difficult to distinctly define. 

 

Hart’s hypothetical racing game could be used as an example. The player makes the choice 

to brake slightly on all turns leading to their speed reducing. However, the developer has not 

programmed in a requirement to slow down for turns onto NPCs within the game, and the 

player’s choice leads to other cars overtaking them. Should we see the player narrative of 

losing as the result of a player action - that they chose to slow down on turns - or as the 

result of the developer failing to provide a player-realistic opposition? 

 

Hart’s methodology for tackling these issues is to focus on communicative meaning. Whilst 

players may be able to make many trivial choices, Hart focuses on communicative 

relationships between player and video-game (which we could see as a proxy for the 

developer). Drawing on Austin’s notion of ‘performative utterances’, Hart argues that for play 

to be an expression of the player’s intent, they must understand than their action has a 

meaning within the construct of the game. Then, he says, “the reconfigurations will, in some 

way, reflect the characteristics of the player… ‘from the beginning to winning’ in the player’s 

own style”. 

 

31  Hart, Iain. "Meaningful Play: Performativity, Interactivity and Semiotics in Video Game Music." 
Musicology Australia 36, no. 2 (2014): 273-90. doi:10.1080/08145857.2014.958272. 
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Communicative meaning as part of authorship creates a further issue. If we can understand 

that players are communicating not only through play, but that their play is communicative in 

and of itself, the method through which they transmit their messages - the game interface - 

must also be understand. However, the mechanic through which players interact with the 

world differ greatly depending on genre, developer and interfacing, both at a haptic hardware 

level and at a ludological software level. 

 

Mauger describes the role of interfacing as “to enable information to be provided, accessed 

and applied. Acting like a translator...making one sensible to the other.”  Player-game 32

interfaces have many forms and Mauger’s list is far from exhaustive. To provide my own list 

of modern interfaces, haptic controllers provide the most obvious elements of player 

interaction. Most popular is perhaps the console controller (with two joysticks, directional 

arrows and button inputs) or the ‘keyboard & mouse’ which any computer user will be 

familiar with. However, other games make use of other correlative haptic interfaces, such as 

the use of steering wheels in driving games, joysticks in flight simulators and dance pads for 

games such as Dance Dance Revolution. A more recent innovation is that of ‘gesture input’ 

found in both latest generation Nintendo consoles such as the Wii, and also based on video 

input in systems such as the XBOX Kinect, or as part of virtual reality consoles such as the 

Vive. Some games also make use of player sounds, such as side-scrolling mobile game 

Chicken Scream, where the game’s central character - a chicken - is controlled through 

players making loud or quiet noises into the phone’s microphone. 

 

Further to these physical, haptic elements, Mauger discusses graphic user interfaces (or 

“GUIs” - the front-end of the gaming application which players see on their screen) and 

discusses in particular the use of perspective and camera angles as part of an user 

interface. It is important to see in interfacing not only the haptic ‘hardware’ but also through 

developer ‘software’. Issues of interaction - and hence authorship - can be created and 

controlled by how developers interpret input from haptic interfaces within the game. 

Communicative meaning must not only be transmitted by the player, but also understand 

and replied to in a meaningful way by the fantasy-reality. 

 

Renowned for misunderstandings between player and developer is Fallout 4, which was 

accused of simplifying dialogue options compared to previous games and misleading players 

32  Vincent Mauger, “Interface” in The Routledge Companion to Video Game Studies ed. Mark J.P. 
Wolf and  Bernard Perron. Routledge, New York. 2014. 32-40. 
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in the available dialogue choices. Patricia Hernadez’s review of Fallout 4 includes a 

summarising infographic that simply states that the “dialogue system sucks”, whilst criticising 

the apparent feeling both that “conversations often feel rushed, like your character is in a 

hurry to stop talking” and that “so many of the choices given to the player are false”.  33

 

Kirk Hamilton from Kotaku continued the criticisms of the Fallout 4 interface in an article aptly 

titled “Fallout 4’s User Interface is Terrible,”  taking issue with empty space, contradictory 34

controls and, again, with poor dialogue controls. Hamilton writes, ”the dialogue interface 

withholds far too much information...the main issue is consistency. You have four options in 

a given conversation, which correspond with the four face buttons. But while the four options 

are usually consistent, sometimes they aren’t.” More importantly, he feels that “you don’t 

know exactly what your character is going to say… Fallout 4 doesn’t always make it clear to 

me which ‘type’ of option I’m choosing, on top of my uncertainty of what my character will 

say, I’m not sure whether the dialogue option...is an action that’ll trigger a branch in the 

story”. Fallout 4 presents an example of the limitations and potential pitfalls of 

communicating agency and freedom of narrative to players. As Hamilton says, “All of these 

dialogue interface problems combine to make the player feel substantially removed from the 

dialogue”. 

 

If players are provided with large collections of major difference experience potentials, and 

the agency to explore as they please, then they may chafe at restrictions left (unwittingly or 

otherwise) by the developer. Agency, described by Murray as a “satisfying power to take 

meaningful action and see the results of our decisions,”  can be equally the source of 35

discontent when players discover they do not - and cannot - have complete freedom within a 

game to act as they please. Further complicating this is the potential lack of consistency, 

leading to irritation from the player as seen in Fallout. 

 

Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum describe the difficulties in communication between developers 

and players as being a particular issue in narratively focused games. They suggest there is 

an “unfortunate consequence of pitting the agency of the player against the will of the 

33   Hernandez, Patricia. "Fallout 4 Is Not The Fallout Fans Fell In Love With." Kotaku. December 03, 
2015. Accessed September 07, 2017. 
http://kotaku.com/fallout-4-is-not-the-fallout-fans-fell-in-love-with-1745651992. 
34  Hamilton, Kirk. "Fallout 4's User Interface Is Truly Terrible." Kotaku. November 23, 2015. Accessed 
September 07, 2017. http://kotaku.com/fallout-4s-user-interface-is-truly-terrible-1743826375. 
35  Murray, Jane. Hamlet on the holodeck: the future of narrative in cyberspace. Cambridge, MA. MIT 
Press. 1997 
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developer”.  For them, agency is seen as depending on commitment, where each “language 36

act or utterance...has consequences for the participants” - where designers and “performers” 

(ie. players) are “in a type of conversation with each other, mediated by the game”. Building 

on earlier work by Salen and Zimmerman (who argue that “playing a game means making 

choices...within a game-system designed to support meaningful kinds of choice-making” ), 37

they investigate a series of games and their communicative method to draw conclusions on 

how to best immerse and impress the player. 

 

Quick-time events are given as an example of ‘the illusion of agency’, and Tanenbaum & 

Tanenbaum’s investigation of games that use them discovered both an apparent distaste for 

their use alongside an admission that the illusion is “often quite convincing”. As they say: 

“Even when a player’s actions have no real impact on the world - in the sense that there is 

nothing she could have done that would have yielded a different result - players nevertheless 

come out of the experience feeling as if their actions were meaningful and the game was 

enjoyable”. 

 

In an attempt to reconcile dissatisfaction with outcomes, Tanenbaum and Tanenbaum 

suggest that ‘commitment’ may be central to experiences of agency. They argue that “it is 

more important to provide the player with the ability to take a single, meaningful action than 

a dozen trivial ones” and further explain the idea by clarifying “meaningful choices are the 

ones in which the illocutionary commitments entailed by the action are real: the player is held 

accountable for that to which they have committed”. 

 

The interaction of meaningful choice is not always self-evident however. Tanenbaum and 

Tanenbaum previously suggested that players must be trained,  and developed this idea 38

further in their later paper, explaining that “Designers of games do not expect players to 

automatically know how to successfully engage in their game worlds...we should similarly 

train players in how to express meaning within a game.”  This suggests a symbiotic 39

relationship between developers and players, something perhaps expressed best by 

36  Tanenbaum, Karen, and Joshua Tanenbaum. "Agency as commitment to meaning: communicative 
competence in games." Digital Creativity 21, no. 1 (2010): 11-17. doi:10.1080/14626261003654509. 
37  Salen, Katie, and Eric Zimmerman. Rules of play: game design fundamentals. Cambridge, Mass.: 
The MIT Press, 2010. 48. 
38  Tanenbaum, Joshua & Karen Tanenbaum. “Improvisation and performance as models for 
interacting with stories” in Interactive storytelling, proceedings of the first joint international conference 
on interactive digital storytelling ed. Ulrike Spierling and Szilas Nicols. Erfuhrt, Germany: Springer 
Verlag, 250-263. 
39  Tanenbaum et al, Agency as commitment to meaning. 2010. 
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Wardrip-Fruin et al. who describe a mediated experience in which design “entices players to 

desires the game can satisfy”.  40

 

We can conclude that player authorship is enabled by the developer, and that the developer 

must ensure that the player has learnt how to communicate within their game. We have 

previously discussed the expectation in Payday 2 that players learn to recognise and react to 

audio cues, and this is perhaps an example of where players are taught to communicate 

through consistency - the game rarely provides them with false information, allowing players 

to commit to their choices throughout play, unlike the dialogue choices we explored earlier 

from Fallout 4. 

 

A basic level of ludo-literacy  often aids experienced video game players at haptic/hardware 41

levels, as already discussed above. However, interpretative/software levels of 

communication often pose greater issues for players as these often revolve around 

development and design choices rather than industry standards. As Tanenbaum and 

Tanenbaum state, “A player who knows the limitations… is more qualified to express 

meanings within the bounds of the system.” 

 

Where developers fail to provide players with clear understanding, issues may arise with 

these interfaces just as they arose in Fallout. As we saw in reviews from Kotaku, Fallout 

failed to develop agency: players did not know the limitations of the narrative potential within 

each dialogue option. As a result, players were often surprised when a dialogue option 

committed them to an action beyond that they expected. This damaged their sense of 

agency, and made them feel as if they were unable to deliberately commit to their narrative 

choice. 

 

Common issues across video games seem more often to revolve around interpretations of 

movement keys, especially in games such as in Dontnod Entertainment’s Remember Me, 

where movement keys were always in relation to a fixed perspective camera outside of the 

player’s control. Whilst it is important to see that many players did not suffer issues, other 

40  Noah Wardrip-Fruin, Mateas Michael, Dow Steven and Sali Serdar. “Agency Reconsidered” from 
DiGRA ‘09 - Proceedings of the 2009 DiGRA International Conference: Breaking New Ground: 
Innovation in Games, Play, Practice and Theory. 1-4 September 2009 Brunel University, London. 
41  That is to say: familiarity with the media of video games, particularly as a player. See: 
Bourgonjon, Jeroen. "The Meaning and Relevance of Video Game Literacy." CLCWeb: Comparative 
Literature   and   Culture   16.5   (2014):   https://doi.org/10.7771/1481-4374.2510   and   Zagal,   José   Pablo. 
Ludoliteracy: defining, understanding, and supporting games education. ETC Press, 2010. 
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players viewed this as irreconcilably awkward. One particularly disappointed Steam 

reviewer, Yamacrate, stated in regards to Remember Me, “Awesome story, crippling 

controls...when I’m jumping around on ledges, the meanings of WASD change depending on 

the camera angle...I feel like I should get immersed in the game like Deus Ex, but the 

controls just ruin it.”  42

 

As a result of these examples, software and hardware alike, we could see interactivity as 

principally relying on the player’s ability to communicate their intentions, have it interpreted 

correctly, and then understand the offered feedback. It is possible to argue that players 

communicate most effectively - and hence interact most meaningfully - with games in which 

they feel they have the greatest control over their communication with the software. Where 

players feel restricted by the game, or the game has inconsistent levels of player control, 

they struggle to enjoy the game.  

 

There is an implication here of an inherent creative contract between developers and 

players. For games to be ‘fair’, they need to be consistent. Slow, sluggish and awkward 

controls were part of the early Resident Evil games, yet players simply found this made the 

game scary: perhaps even a part-substitute for the imagined terror of the characters in a 

zombie apocalypse. As players expand to other games and other control interfaces, we 

could imagine them developing a set of generalised expectations for games that are held 

alongside sets of genre-specific, or even game-specific, expectations. 

 

  

42  See Appendix A. 
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Multiplayer Games 
 

Within multiplayer games an obvious issue has the potential to arise: in single-player games 

there is only one interactive author - the player. Developers provide ‘texts’ which players 

interact with to form a cohesive experience. Within multiplayer games, however, we have 

many interactive authors. Players interact not only with the game text but also with other 

players, each of whom is also attempting to interact with the game world as an author. Each 

player may have different expectations of the genre or the game, creating a creative conflict 

between the now-collaborative authors - both directly and indirectly. 

 

For example, during a multiplayer playthrough of the RPG Titan Quest, one member of our 

party died and was forced to respawn at a previous location 10 minutes of in-game travelling 

away. As he travelled the distance back to the party, we advanced through the dungeon we 

were in and killed a major boss. As he was not present, he did not get to experience this key 

narrative moment of the game, receive the in-game rewards for defeating the boss, nor hear 

the dialogue that results from killing this boss. 

 

To apply this more broadly: if Player 1 manages to advance the narrative independently, 

Player 2’s understanding of the game narrative is disrupted. Players may gather an 

incomplete knowledge of events, be unable to progress through the game, or miss the 

resolution of plot points. In short, multiplayer video games provide the opportunity for a 

player’s ‘performance’ of the game text to enter and interact with the fantasy-reality of 

another player. 

 

Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games (or ‘MMORPG’s) offer an example of a 

genre where multiplayer-interactions are valued. Players of these games often expect and 

seek out player-to-player interactions, whether it be trading, cooperative play or competitive 

play. Many of these games have a form of cooperative play specifically designed to enhance 

these player interactions, such as the World of Warcraft raids, or Tera dungeons. In 

Everquest, game scholar T.L. Taylor recalls that “the high-end game (where characters 

achieve level 65 and higher) can in large part only be achieved via the help of others” . 43

 

43  Taylor, T. L. Play between worlds: exploring online game culture. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2009. 
Kindle Edition. Location 509 of 2645 
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Social groups - often referred to as ‘clans’ - form around shared interests and shared realms, 

and players bond through exploring the world and developing their play experiences 

together. New players are taught “not only how to play, but how to be”, which in turn results 

in an emergent culture of formulated social norms. For Taylor, an important part of the game 

is when “a new player learns that there is an entire culture within the game that they must 

accommodate” . 44

 

Intended interactions within multiplayer games can broadly be broken into two types: PvE 

(“Player vs Environment”) and PvP (“Player vs Player”). Descriptions of the two vary 

between academics and gamers alike. However, broadly speaking we can see all PvP 

interactions as involving conflict between two player characters (ie. Player 1 attacks Player 

2), whilst PvE interactions involve conflict between the player and the game (ie. Player 1 

attacks an NPC whilst Player 2 watches, assists, or kills another NPC). 

 

Barnett and Coulson describe player vs environment virtual worlds as “normal realms” - 

suggesting this allows for greater exploration of the game environment.  They note that in 45

PvP the potential for ‘griefing’ (such as the ability of players to kill less-advanced players 

repeatedly in what they call “corpse camping”) can act as a disruption to play experience by 

destructively interacting with another player’s narrative. Barnett and Coulson also note that 

PvP interactions incentivise group play - as players can better defend themselves through 

grouping up. We could see a PvP narrative as one in which players are given the agency to 

author either the hero and villain, the protagonist or the antagonist. It is likely that players 

quite often manage to simultaneously become both: by being the ‘hero’ of their own story, 

they ensure that they are the ‘villain’ of another player’s story. Multiplayer PvP narratives are 

co-authored by multiple players as an often inadvertent result of conflict and gameplay. 

 

Other multiplayer games, such as League of Legends, almost exclusively focus on PvP and 

other antagonistic player interaction. Within normal play, League of Legends matches you 

with up to nine complete strangers, four of whom are on your team, five of whom are on the 

other team. You will play with these randomly selected strangers for around an hour, 

experiencing a shared narrative of a match. A similar example would be that of Call of Duty, 

where players are put through a matchmaking system to find enough other interested 

44  Taylor, Play Between Worlds, 478. 
45  Barnett, Janey & Mark Coulson. “Virtually Real: A Psychological Perspective on Massively 
Multiplayer Online Games”. 2010. Review of General Psychology. 14. 167-179. 
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players to fill a game lobby with up to thirty-two players, who then experience a match 

together before re-entering the randomised match-making systems.  

 

These games (which whilst multiplayer, do not fall under the category of “MMORPG”) show 

significant differences from MMORPGs similar to those studied by Barnett and Coulson in 

that PvP experiences are normalised over PvE. Rather than having an extended developer 

narrative, the narrative of these games could be seen as a repetitive instance; each match 

sees players facing off against each other, with the narrative being that of overcoming 

opposition. Players could see great success - dying rarely, scoring highly, killing many 

enemies, and achieving many objectives such as capturing flags or other objectives - or they 

could find failure - dying repeatedly, scoring poorly, and achieving little. 

 

Here, players have a different awareness of the relationship between their narrative 

authorship and the developer’s narrative authorship. Players see the game as a competitive 

environment, and developers enable this competitive ‘narrative’ through providing a series of 

interactions (deaths, killstreaks, objectives) for each map and each game mode. The 

‘narrative’ of each level is created inadvertently through differing levels of player skill, and 

differing levels of player luck. This inevitably means that not only is each level different, but 

so is each event on each level, as the players themselves are a variable quality that causes 

play experiences to differ extensively. 

 

It is also possible for players to collaborate towards their own objectives within the game 

(such as in Minecraft and other ‘sandbox’ games). In these sandbox games, whilst there are 

some narrative outlines provided by the developers - such as the Ender Dragon in Minecraft 

- the principal form of entertainment is exploring and using the game world to create your 

own structures. These are distinct from ‘free roam’ games in that ‘free roam’ games (such as 

Grand Theft Auto or Skyrim) allow you to explore the developer narrative at your own pace, 

whilst ‘sandbox’ games do not have a developer narrative at all. Whilst most MMOs are 

freeroam, very few are sandbox games, with EVE Online being perhaps the most (in)famous 

example with a large and active userbase. 

 

Players can also create their own aims for using their play experiences within the game 

engine - we have already discussed some examples of this in the creation of machinima, 

such as the collaborative performances of “Husky Raid” in Destiny, and in the creation of 

music festivals in Lord of the Rings Online. Whilst music festivals in Lord of the Rings Online 
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may have been a regular sight - and with ‘performances’ being commonly seen  in 

high-traffic areas - these are not the only types of interaction possible between players, and 

most likely not the interactions planned in the game design. 

 

It is important to see that it is also possible for players to also interfere with each other 

destructively (with some common types known as “trolling” or “griefing”). In these instances, 

the shared authorship is perverted by a player that wishes to disrupt another player’s 

experience. Sweeney observed ‘sonic territorialisation of the landscape’ where ‘players can 

interrupt and sabotage performances,’  whilst Cheng’s observances of “six bagpipes 46

blasting an auction hall..in an attempt to drive all other players from the room”  seem to 47

suggest a similar level of deliberately obstructive play. 

 

We could see these interactions as destructive by considering them as a disruption to the 

immersive qualities of the game in question. Cheng’s observations of bagpipes being played 

in the auction hall is frustrating to other players not only because of the breach in netiquette - 

the expected rules of behavior during online interaction - but also because it is highly unlikely 

that six bagpipers would stand next to each other and play different tunes, within or without 

the fantasy-reality. Players can see - and hear - that they are being ‘griefed’ and their play 

deliberately disrupted by a group of other players. They understand that their immersion 

within the fantasy-reality, and hence their communicative narrative within the fantasy-reality, 

is being deliberately interrupted for the pleasure of another player. 

 

The question could be raised, then, of why there is a perceived difference between 

non-reciprocal narrative authorship in MMORPGs such as Lord of the Rings Online and in 

FPS such as Call of Duty. In both, we can find instances of players taking over and 

influencing another player’s story. In Call of Duty, the behaviour of killing a player and 

disrupting their experience is beneficial to the game experience - indeed, it could be said to 

be the purpose of the multiplayer experience! In Lord of the Rings a similar disruption of play 

experience through player interaction (in this instance, through following them round with 

loud music) is viewed as impolite at best, and often as deliberately provocative. 

 

The difference between the two situations are perhaps most clearly delineated by Sweeney’s 

comments over territorialisation. Here, he includes a discussion over forced actions: by 

46  Sweeney. Mark. “Aesthetics and social interactions in MMOs: The gamification of music in Lord of 
the Rings Online and Star Wars: Galaxies”. The Soundtrack, Vol 8 Numbers 1-2 (2015). pp25-40. 
47  Cheng, Sound Play. 
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playing certain emotes in Lord of the Rings, players are able to force other participants to 

dance. In Call of Duty, disrespectful behaviour (such as the notorious action of ‘teabagging’) 

can be punished by other players through swift vengeance or other forms of untimely deaths. 

Players differentiate between positive and negative experiences through the degree to which 

they can control the interaction: where they have no recourse to prevent their character from 

being forced into an action, they dislike it more than where they have an option to prevent 

their character’s actions. 

 

Considered within the framework of authorship, we could see this as the difference between 

autocratic stories and democratic collaboration: whilst players are perpetually at the mercy of 

other player’s whimsy, games that offer the ability to collaborate in creating a narrative - 

antagonistically or symbiotically, alike - are seen as more immersive, and as a result the 

player’s actions seem equally more diegetic. Voice, and speech, could be seen as one of 

these potential actions. 

 

Therefore, the relationship of multiplayer interaction to voice must be considered within an 

authorial framework. Voice acting for characters has often been seen as contentious, 

especially for characters that the player controls. Imagining a voice for ‘silent’ characters 

becomes rather more difficult when every character is provided with a voice by another 

player such as in a multiplayer video game. Karen Collins asks, “if players are to become a 

character, shouldn’t they sound like the players or at least how they imagine characters to 

sound?”  We could equally ask, “if players are to become a character, what happens if they 48

do not provide a voice appropriate to the fantasy-reality?”  

 

Antagonistic relationships between voice and fantasy-reality seem inevitable in some regard, 

and considering how players and developers utilise and control voice will help us to further 

develop our understanding of the complex role of player voices within fantasy-realities. 

 

  

48  Collins, Playing with Sound, 71. 
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Player Voice 
 
Player voice has a complicated place within video game history.  We mentioned in our 

introduction the potential for external sounds to infringe on the real space that gamers 

occupy when exploring virtual worlds. When conveying sound through a microphone, it 

seems inevitable that some sounds will be inadvertently conveyed into the fantasy-reality. 

However, with the importance of player communication in multiplayer games to co-ordinate 

team play, and that player’s hands are occupied using controllers to direct avatars, it should 

be unsurprising that VoIPs (Voice over Inter Protocols) and clients such as Teamspeak, 

Mumble and Discord are in extensive use by online players. Player voice is important 

because it is the form of player audio that is most often deliberately transmitted to other 

players. 

 

Whether social or ludological, voice poses difficult questions for designers, theorists and 

players alike, as outlined briefly in the introduction. To expand on these earlier questions, 

can we see voice as something purely external to the game - a means for player-player 

communication? Or can players’ voices enter the game and become a character voice, even 

taking on diegetic qualities and hence become a means for character-character 

communication?  

 

Within existing video game design theory, many authors argue that voice should not - and 

could not - enter the world. Richard Bartle writes in Designing Virtual Worlds: “If you 

introduce reality into a virtual world, it’s no longer a virtual world: it’s just an adjunct to the 

real world….Adding reality to a virtual world robs it of what makes it compelling.” As he is 

quick to point out, “[player voice] is reality”. For him, player voice is always an external part 

of the game, something that can distort or damage the fantasy-reality and break player 

immersion.  49

 

Bartle’s concerns are echoed by players of other games. Musicologist William Cheng 

examined how voice technologies negotiated identity. In his article he recalls concerns from 

players of Second Life that their adoption of an alternate identity - and hence their immersion 

in the fantasy-reality - would be damaged through the introduction of real voices.  It is 50

49  Bartle. Designing Virtual Worlds. 145-147. 
50  Cheng, William. "Acoustemologies of the Closet." In The Oxford Handbook of Virtuality. : Oxford University 
Press, 2014-02-01. 
http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199826162.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780199826162-e-
011. 
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common in Second Life for players to take on avatars that are substantially different from 

their own appearance and background. This commonality is shared in other games. 

 

As a result, players can have a very different voice to the voice you may expect from their 

avatar or character. Female avatars can have male controllers, old characters can be 

controlled by young players. Games set in distant parts of the world are likely to have 

players speaking their own language, and often with accents that do not match their 

character. Those players acting as soldiers of the “Middle Eastern Coalition” in a game of 

Battlefield 2, for example, are unlikely to speak Arabic (or with an Arabic accent) if they are 

American university students - a dominant demographic within the game. 

 

In his later book, Sound Play, Cheng explored further the potential for voice changers to 

re-anonymise the digital world and potentially allow players to be creative over their creation 

of a character.  However, changing a player voice is often as much a vector for introducing 51

technical issues as it is a complex moral issue of perpetuating a ‘false’ identity in a 

MMORPG such as Second Life where players are encouraged to share their identities and 

socialise. Moral ambiguities aside, the disjunct between player reality and virtual fiction 

makes it understandable that there are concerns about player voice disrupting 

fantasy-realities perpetuated within those virtual spaces. 

 

In parallel with these concerns, technical issues can also disrupt the fantasy-reality. Poor 

quality connections or inconsistent connections can cause ‘robot voices’, stuttering, 

feedback or other ‘white noise’ that would also disrupt the virtual world through introducing 

sound artifacts foreign to the fantasy-reality, often in stark contrast to processed 

studio-quality recordings of sounds in general play. Both sound quality and sound content 

can pose problems. 

 

The presence of an external world can lead to sound ‘bleeding’ into the game world. Rather 

than diegetic or nondiegetic, this sound is what a roleplayer may call ‘out of character’: 

definitively not part of the game experience. During my own play experiences,  I have 

overheard domestic arguments, professional calls and many inadvertent glimpses into the 

51  Cheng, William. “The Wizard, the Troll, and the Fortress” in Sound Play: video games and the 
musical imagination. Oxford Scholarship Online, 2014. 
DOI:10.1093/acprof:oso/9780199969968.003.0006 
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lives of the people I regularly talk with. Given the role of video games as entertainment and 

relaxation, most gamers will have similar stories of background noise or out-of-game events 

disrupting play. 

 

This potential for the real world to interfere with the fantasy-reality has been the subject of 

much satire within the gaming community. One popular clip from The Whitest Kids U’ Know, 

“Real Life Game Parodies: Call of Duty” , highlights a group of gamers making a plan to 52

assault a building only to be interrupted by one of their squad shouting at their mum to make 

them a sandwich. The stance of their characters reflect this, with the disengaged member 

standing tall whilst everyone else hides from an enemy. We see both the disconnection from 

the game, but also the disconnection from the social group embodied within the game. 

 

However, this is not the full soundtrack, so to speak. Players fundamentally take on a 

character within a given fantasy-reality. We expect characters - as digital characters - to 

have a voice of some kind, whether implied or explicit. Yet many games have a ‘silent hero’ - 

a development so common that it appears on the trope-tracking website TV Tropes  and 53

includes examples such as the protagonist of the Zelda series, Link. Many games 

humorously play upon this trope. Valve in particular embrace the silent hero, such as in 

Half-Life where several characters comment on the apparent reticence of main character 

Gordon Freeman who does not talk at all, even during cutscenes or when asked direct 

questions by other characters. 

 

Whilst this may be due to budget limitations or technical issues, it would seem evident that 

these silent characters act at least partly as a way to create greater coherence between 

player and character identity.  Where a character does not have a voice, then the player is 54

free to imagine any voice they like. We can see an extreme example of this in the game 

Dead Space, where the protagonist has no voice. Sweeney imagines a “Cagean” voice, 

where “the lack of vocal communication...creates a specifically auditory expressive void” in 

which music and other “strands of signification” form a “musical voice” shared between the 

52  GamerSpawn. "Real Life Game Parodies - Call of Duty 4: Whitest Kids U' Know by 
TeamOathProductions." YouTube. November 08, 2010. Accessed September 07, 2017. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9CbUDvhy5k. 
53  "Heroic Mime." TV Tropes. Accessed September 07, 2017. 
http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/HeroicMime. 
54  Collins, Playing with Sound, 71-74. 
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character of Isaac and the player.  For characters in other games, this voice could easily be 55

their own voice. 

 

Some games have already demonstrated how player voice can enter a fantasy-reality 

effectively as part of character identity. Guitar Hero World Tour permits the use of a 

karaoke-esque microphone: players can sing and are rated on how  accurate their singing is, 

taking on the role of a lead singer within the fantasy-reality of being a band. Poor singing 

scores badly and is met with boos from the crowd, whilst good singing scores highly and 

results in cheers from the fantasy audience. 

 

Slightly different and equally unusual, There Came An Echo is designed to use voice as a 

controller: players are able to order their units around the map using their voice, taking on 

the role of a military commander. Characters within the game respond in a superficially ‘real’ 

way to the players voice: clear orders are acknowledged and followed, unexpected 

commands are met with requests for verification and quiet commands prompt the player to 

be ordered to ‘speak up’ by characters within the game. At times within the narrative, the 

player is unable to communicate with characters in the story until they receive a radio from 

another character that they control, further connecting the player’s voice to the ingame radio 

commander. 

 

In these two examples, player voice is clearly part of the design of the game. Our success as 

a rock star in Guitar Hero depends on our ability to sing well, just as our success as a 

military commander in There Came An Echo is dependent on our ability to clearly and 

concisely order our units around. Our ability to give characters a voice - our voice - helps us 

to immerse ourselves more completely within the game. 

 

There Came An Echo seems to have been particularly successful at building an immersive 

environment for player voice. Their success may be the result of the prioritisation they gave 

to voice controls. Wishnov, CEO of There Came An Echo’s development company Iridium, 

describes voice as being at the core of the game’s design. The ever-present risk of doing 

something new seemed to pay off. Gaming review site Polygon praised the game for its 

interfacing with voice, noting that “voice control makes you feel like a bad-ass military 

55  Mark Sweeney, “Isaac’s Silence: Purposive Aesthetics in Dead Space” from Ludomusicology ed. 
Kamp, Summers and Sweeney. 
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strategist” . The - admittedly unusual - success of voice commands (which Polygon notes 56

“isn’t something gamers generally get excited about”) is in part due to good design. 

 

An awareness of voice’s limitations was also important, with Wishnov admitting that camera 

control would be annoying to handle using voice - instead, they used more traditional 

computer control systems of mouse and keyboard as the default. Giving clear directions to 

many soldiers would have proven difficult on a freeform map, so the development team used 

a selection of predetermined locations for characters, something Polygon praised as 

particularly useful.  An emphasis on scriptwriting and voice acting perhaps also contributed 

to the success of the immersive qualities within the game, with extensive voice acting 

potentially helping players to recognise their own voice as part of the world. Nonetheless, an 

awareness of issues and a willingness to tackle them and find solutions for them led to a 

successful game that integrated player voice. 

 

An apparently similar idea would be the in-game voice communication tools provided in 

games like Team Fortress 2 or Call of Duty. In these types of game, voice communication is 

principally used as a means for coordination. Many players have headsets, and as observed 

by Cheng, it is not difficult to find public servers with an active conversation continuing on 

through the game. Yet within these multiplayer games, where many players have headsets 

and actively communicate, the social elements that Barnett & Coulson identify as of great 

importance to MMOGs almost immediately begin to creep back into play, and voice begins 

to blur the lines between fantasy-reality and the reality. This may be partly because these 

games, unlike There Came An Echo, are not designed to guide the player towards an 

appropriate “diegetically informed” speech that creates an immersive fantasy-reality 

including player voice 

 

We can see this designed diegetically-informed player speech in both of our voice examples: 

the songs all have chosen lyrics in Guitar Hero, only specific phrases (whether defaults or 

those created by the player) produce results in There Came An Echo. If players sing the 

wrong lyrics or give the wrong commands then other characters within the game do not 

understand the avatar the player is controlling. Players are required to communicate using 

the rules of the game world to interact with other characters, and are assisted in doing so. 

56Sarkar, Samit. "There Came an Echo's voice controls may be the best way to play." Polygon. April 
15, 2014. Accessed September 07, 2017. 
https://www.polygon.com/2014/4/15/5606644/there-came-an-echo-preview-voice-controls-pax-east-2
014. 
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This means we do not see the same dissonance between character identity and player voice 

in these games. 

 

By examining this assistance, we can see where this hasn’t occurred within Team Fortress 2 

and Call of Duty - whilst voice communication is included within the game, it is between 

players not characters. The characters controlled by the players have their own vocal lines 

elsewhere in the game - and their own voice actors - and the player’s control over character 

speech is to some extent limited. The developers authored pre-recorded audio that the 

players can use to communicate. Whilst this ensures both that all players have access to 

audio communication and that they retain some creative control over their product, it also 

equally creates greater dissonance between player identity and character voice. Players can 

even choose to opt-in or opt-out of the voice chat - there is no requirement to speak. This 

could create further dissonance in multiplayer games due to the difference between those 

that have a player voice and those that only have the developer-created voice.  

 

The casual nature of the gameplay in games like Team Fortress also leads to no clear 

expectations of how communication should work. Players are also free to communicate 

freely with other players in a way that they cannot with characters within the game. Due to 

the nonspecific nature of the role of player voice, players are not guided towards diegetically 

informed methods of speech. This disrupts the ability of the player to communicate through 

the character using the interface of voice. 

 

Whether in single-player or multi-player experiences, the importance of the designer and the 

developer in collaborative narrative becomes obvious here. Potential for diegetic voice 

obviously requires some degree of guidance from the creators of the game as to shape how 

players interact with each other as characters. Voice must be allowed for within the design of 

the game. Because of this, we could perhaps expect other instances of diegetic voice to 

come from role-playing game, where players are invited to “role-play” another identity as 

their character. Collins identifies that it is common within role-playing games for developers 

to not provide a voice for the purpose of permitting players to provide the voice themselves.  57

 

Nonetheless, despite the potential, there is no widespread use of player voice in single 

player role-playing games. The voice that players provide is currently an imagined voice 

only, and perhaps with good reason. Technical restraints mean that engines have only 

57  Collins, Playing with Sound, 74. 
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limited voice recognition, especially considering the typically international audience of 

modern video games. Further, a lack of synthetic voices and a lack of authentic 

conversational replies mean that responses would be unlikely to feel organic. It is likely that 

players would be dragged out of the fantasy-reality by the crudeness of existing systems for 

voice integration. 

 

This limitation also applies to many multi-player role-playing games: whilst they are 

“multi-player” in the sense of many players sharing one server, they share many similarities 

with single-player games in how the world unfolds for each player. Due to issues of 

destructive or ‘grief’ play already covered by Cheng and Sweeney, many developers avoid 

allowing players to directly interfere with each other’s narrative, character development or 

exploration of the game world. An interest in ensuring players have narrative game content - 

in what is sometimes derogatively referred to as as ‘theme park games’ by those that do not 

enjoy the genre - also leads to a focus on an almost single-player experience. In some ways, 

despite their multiplayer nature, we could see that players rarely experience the game world 

alongside each other. Players are instead encouraged to experience the game at their own 

pace and in their own way.  

 

We can also find greater potential within multi-player fantasy-realities that have a 

single-player narrative for non-antagonistic player interactions. More experienced players will 

share advice with newer players over how to optimise gameplay experiences. Observances 

over “optimal” gameplay routes - often designed by “powergamers”  - to maximise early 58

rewards to progress to higher levels and the social groups that form around higher levelled 

players can equally disrupt players’ narrative communication. In these instances, voice is 

consciously extradiegetic, a form of metagaming , where characters are endowed with 59

knowledge beyond that of the in-game limitations. The lack of simultaneity of experience 

within these single-player narratives embedded within the multi-player environment causes 

speech to be extradiegetic, rather than diegetic. 

 

In effect, many multiplayer role-playing games fail to realise the potential for players to act as 

characters within a multiplayer narrative. Methods through which multi-player games could 

skirt issues of diegetic player voice are often unknown or avoided. Yet the limitations set out 

above - technical, ludological and sociological - are situational. It would be possible to avoid 

58  Taylor, Play Between Worlds, 955 
59  Metagaming is any strategy, action or method used in a game which goes beyond the supposed 
limits or environment set by the game. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metagaming. 
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these issues and provide potential for a diegetic, immersive player voice as part of their 

in-game character. 

 

However, as already stated, the potential for diegetic voice does require assistance from the 

developers. We can consider these limitations as providing three key areas that developers 

must assist in to ensure that player sound, and player voice, becomes diegetic: (1) player 

voice must be a fundamental part of character identity; (2) speech must be 

diegetically-informed; and, (3) the player voice must be consistent and communicative within 

the fantasy-reality. 

 

On a practical level, this means that (1) characters must not have an existing voice that 

would disrupt the player’s voice, and communication is an essential part of their character (2) 

characters and players must share a knowledge base and a personal identity within the 

game, and (3) players must be able to utilise voice to express desired character traits. 

 

Given obvious technical restrictions and these three restrictions to player-character 

relationships, it is perhaps understandable that few games meet these criteria. It is evident 

from There Came An Echo that a substantial level of work must be done to ensure player 

voice fits into a game world as a character voice. We could also see the lack of games using 

player voice interfaces as an obstacle to major developers, who are unlikely to risk 

development costs on something that is untested, similar to Hollywood’s increasingly lack of 

willingness to risk funding on original (as opposed to franchised) films. Nonetheless, 

MMORPG EVE Online seems to fulfil many of the requirements for player voice to become 

part of the character identity. 
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EVE Online: Designing for Player Voice 

 

EVE Online is an unusual game. Designed, produced and released by Crowd Control 

Productions (CCP), the game is a futuristic science-fiction game set in a vast galaxy in a 

timeline where humanity has abandoned Earth. Players take on the role of ‘capsuleers’ - 

humans who have transcended their mortality through the use of technology. These 

capsuleers explore the galaxy, engaging in large-scale warfare & industry alongside 

intergalactic trading. It is important to first highlight the differences between EVE Online and 

other - better known - MMORPGs. To demonstrate this, it is perhaps best to take a small 

diversion from discussions of player voice and investigate, once again, player agency within 

varying types of games. 

 

A little over two years ago,  NPC capsuleer and leader of the Amarr faction Empress Jamyl 60

was assassinated by a previously unknown race of NPCs. Her replacement was then 

selected through a PvP tournament. Player capsuleers were selected to represent different 

candidates for ascension. The team representing Catiz I won this tournament and his 

ascension to the throne began. 

 

In other games, we typically expect landmark events that progress developer narratives to 

unfold almost identically no matter the actions players take. However, during major events in 

EVE Online, NPCs are directly controlled by CCP staff explicitly to permit emergent 

responses. Throughout the ascension of Catiz I, several capsuleers were been mentioned 

by name by developer actors for their role within the narrative or their role within the galactic 

world. Characters could be seen responding to player speech within the system chat 

channels also. 

 

It seems inevitable that the ceremonial inauguration of Catiz I would be disrupted by at least 

a few players. A player named Lysus began to attempt to interrupt proceedings by writing 

denouncements of Catiz I within the in-game chat. Characters warned Lysus to “be silent or 

face the consequences.” However, Lysus continued. After a final warning from the 

characters, Lysus was declared a criminal - allowing him to be freely engaged by all other 

ships present. Almost immediately, Lysus’ ship was annihilated under the combined fire of 

60  EVE progresses at the same speed as the “real” world, with two years inside the game being 
equivalent to two years outside the game. 
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NPCs and players. CCP actors representing the emperor’s bodyguard, wrote one last time in 

local saying “The light of faith cannot be withstood by the darkness of the sinners! Praise 

Amarr! Praise Victory! Praise the Work of the Reclaiming.” 

 

Lysus’ justification for his ‘blasphemy’ was unclear. Some players congratulated him on 

being willing to stick to his decision to roleplay to the point of an expensive ship loss. Others 

declaimed him as simply an attention seeker. The permanence of EVE lore - especially in 

events that are likely to be well-recorded - may also be a factor. This thesis alone helps to 

immortalise the legacy of Lysus, and the knowledge that EVE Online often inspires news 

articles  from around the world,  alongside gaming blogs  and video channels , may have 61 62 63 64

also played a factor in Lysus’ decision to try to make some difference in the course of 

events. This event reveals the dedication of the developers in supporting the freedom of 

players to act as they please. 

 

EVE Online has always operated on significantly different principles of design. First and 

foremost, Matthew Woodward, former lead designer of EVE Online, describes EVE as a 

“sandbox” game. These are games in which developer-created narrative content is kept to a 

minimum. Woodward highlights three key principles for creating sandbox games, stating 

designers must create a game that is “social, goal-driven and emergent,” which in turn he 

sees as “making a game open, giving players control...making it social as possible” .  65

 

“Social, goal-driven and emergent” gameplay, to CCP, seems to be created by providing 

players with consequences to their actions, rather than by simply preventing them from 

taking an action. Therefore we should not be surprised that CCP make efforts to ensure that 

players can continue to act in an emergent fashion even during developments in the NPC 

storylines that progress fundamentally independent of player input. 

61  "Eve Online virtual war 'costs $300,000' in damage." BBC News. January 29, 2014. Accessed 
September 07, 2017. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-25944837. 
62  "Unpaid bill costs gamers more than $300,000 in EVE Online." Fox News. Accessed September 07, 
2017. http://www.foxnews.com/tech/2014/01/28/unpaid-bill-costs-gamer-200000-in-eve-online.html. 
63  Drain, Brendan. "EVE Online player steals $45,000 worth of ISK in massive investment scam." 
Engadget. July 14, 2016. Accessed September 07, 2017. 
https://www.engadget.com/2010/09/11/eve-online-player-steals-45-000-worth-of-isk-in-massive-invest
m/. 
64  Goodgameabctv. "Good Game Feature - EVE Online: The Bloodbath of B-R5RB - TX: 04/03/14." 
YouTube. March 04, 2014. Accessed September 07, 2017. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dm8OtMsaN4g. 
65  Graft, Kris. "EVE Online and the meaning of 'sandbox'." Gamasutra: The Art & Business of Making 
Games. Accessed September 07, 2017. 
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/179811/EVE_Online_and_the_meaning_of_sandbox.php. 
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There are very few NPC interactions within EVE even outside of major events.  Whilst the 

game has missions - analogous to ‘quests’ -  and encounters - analogous to ‘monster spawn 

zones - they form a relatively minor part of play. Quests do not form over-arching storylines 

across the entire game and missions/encounters both have limited narratives - the game 

does not use these as a primary method for progressing player narrative. 

 

Player narrative comes from player interaction. EVE Online is often seen by fans as a game 

which is almost entirely PvP based. Conflict is definitely at the centre of EVE and most 

mechanics revolve around player interaction implicitly or explicitly. For example, As a 

side-effect of the already mentioned standings system, attacking capsuleers who are part of 

one of any of the empire or NPC corporations will result in areas belonging to those empires 

and corporations eventually becoming hostile to the player and hunting them down in their 

faction space. If a player wishes to attack other players, they must sacrifice their own surety 

of safety within NPC-patrolled areas of the game. 

 

Even within these NPC-patrolled areas, however, players are not truly safe. Unusual to 

multiplayer online games players can decide to attack another player even in these “safe” 

high-security areas. Alongside taking a standings hit, players sacrifice their own ship to 

“illegally” attack other players within high-security space. A CONCORD fleet, belonging to 

the in-game space police, appears to destroy the ship of any “global” criminal that commits 

these offenses within high-security space. 

 

This provides an illusion of security that often misleads newer players. Aware that players 

may want to accept the consequences and lose their ship, CCP built a delay into the 

CONCORD response fleets. Because of this, it is not unusual for less secure high-security 

space to be populated by “suicide gankers” - people using very cheap ships to target and 

eliminate very expensive ships for profit, despite the guarantee of losing their own ship. 

Players flying freighters are particularly vulnerable, and in a quintessentially EVE Online 

fashion a yearly event known as “Burn Jita” is organised by a major in-game group. In this 

event, players sacrifice cheap ships to disrupt major hubs throughout the galaxy by killing 

freighters, industrials and similar essentially defenceless ships. 

 

Invisible - or at least less visible - player interactions are present even in areas of the game 

that many may take for granted. The largest trade hub in the game - a system known as Jita 
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- contains billions of items and hundreds of trillions of ISK (the in-game currency) in assets. 

Due to prohibitive taxes on manufacturing within Jita, each of these items is likely to have 

been moved there by a player from another area of the game. Many of these other areas 

contains manufacturing facilities that have been established by players to support local 

industrial operations. These industrial operations are other players harvesting resources, 

transporting them to manufacturing facilities and then moving their manufactured items to 

trans-galactic logistic hubs ready for shipping to a trade hub such as Jita. As with all 

industry, each of these industrial operations pose a soft target, meaning players often try to 

kill them in the hopes of gathering resources, gaining a greater reputation, or convincing 

local residents to attempt to drive them off. In response, protecting these industrial 

operations from NPC and player pirates are fleets of players ready to respond to any threat.  

 

This interlocking dependency creates what is often perceived as an symbiotic relationship 

between predator and prey in a complicated and fascinating ecosystem. The act of buying a 

ship within EVE Online is the endpoint of activities that include hundreds - possibly 

thousands - of players. Each transaction is part of trade wars involving hundreds of market 

manipulators and traders, each attempting to squeeze the highest possible profit out of each 

and every action. To help enable this player competition, CCP deliberately makes efforts to 

ensure that NPCs do not contribute significantly to the global markets, as to allow players to 

compete in an open and fair environment. Prices, availability and apparent rarity are all 

controlled by players.  

 

This suggests that CCP is keen to promote player agency, rather than developer intent. CCP 

wants to permit players the flexibility to establish their own identity as a character and their 

own narrative as part of the game world. Traditional roles (which often determine character 

identity) from other MMORPGs are circumvented - EVE does not have character archetypes 

- such as “healers” or “tanks”. Rather, player roles are determined by the ship that they fly 

and the modules attached to this ship. Ships and fittings can be changed very easily and 

often are altered to reflect a developing situation. A player may fly any number of different 

ships and fittings within a single play session, and see thousands of variations during a 

major game battle, often taking on multiple roles over the course of a day - even within the 

same battle or conflict. 

 

Rather than attaching identity to archetype, creating a character identity in EVE Online is 

helped more by the group that a character flies with. These groups develop a lasting identity 
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that pilots can adopt by taking consistent actions over a long period. A group that 

predominantly harvests resources and manufactures weapons will become known as an 

industry corporation, whilst a group that protects them might become known for their 

attempts to provide a police force in rugged space. Similarly, the group that attacks them 

and attempts to disrupt their operations becomes known as pirates. Players are judged by 

how they act, rather than by choices made at character creation. As with all emergent play in 

EVE, players create an identity through balancing actions against consequences and 

deciding what best suits their play intentions.  

 

The role of speech in this paradigm is one we have not yet investigated. Whilst other modern 

games exist that are beginning to more fully integrate voice into play, EVE Online is not one 

of these games. Initially released at a time when microphones were not common and voice 

communication protocols were poorly realised, the only acknowledgement we can see of the 

potential for player voice would be in the development of “EVE Voice” - a voice chat built into 

the player client for coordinating fleets. Perhaps this highlights the “social” element to the 

game that Woodward highlighted as of importance when discussing the design paradigm of 

EVE Online.  

 

EVE has grown into a game in which voice is a major factor. Our initial presumption could be 

that a game designed to be “as social as possible” would include significant amount of player 

voice interactions in any case. The importance of socialising within MMOs has already been 

highlighted generally by Barnett & Coulson, and specifically to EVE by Woodward. Within 

EVE, players are often invited to socialise with other players. Players are advised to enter a 

“player corporation” in both the tutorial, and within the in-game official help channels. These 

structures, similar to guilds in MMOs such as World of Warcraft, provide players with the 

beginning of a social network.  

 

However, voice does not form a regular part within these immediate in-game social 

channels. Chat channels within the game are predominantly text-chats, rather than 

voice-chats. However, most of these organised social groups expect and require players to 

not only have a microphone available, but also to be vocal participants. 

 

Player-group “Rooks and Kings” is perhaps one of the most remarkable sources of 

information regarding this matter. Predominantly European, they are famous within the EVE 

Online community for their early adoption of voice-led gameplay. In part this may be due to 
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the influence of one of their leaders, known within the community as “Lord Maldoror”. Rooks 

and Kings had stringent requirements over players that could join - Lord Maldoror refers to a 

“notoriously labyrinthine” procedure, including not only forms and questionnaires but also 

“the most crucial aspect” of “whether a candidate could establish rapport during interviews 

on Teamspeak”. The requirement of a microphone in such a situation seems obvious. 

Indeed, Lord Maldoror clarifies that “it’s difficult to imagine a player joining any serious Eve 

group without having a headset” . This is reflected also in my own play experiences, where 66

interviews and microphone requirements are so commonplace as to almost be a standard 

expectation. 

 

Reasoning behind expectations of owning a microphone is perhaps tied to the inherent 

non-democratisation of voice communication that Cheng explores in Sound Play.  Player 67

groups in EVE grow to relatively large sizes. With no software limitations on concurrent 

connections within the server or zone, corporations can easily grow to have hundreds of 

players. These corporations group up with other corporations to form alliances with 

potentially hundreds of corporations. Further, during major player events such as ingame 

wars, it is not unusual for alliances to reach out to each other and form “coalitions” that might 

include as many as thirty or forty different alliances. 

 

This can lead to thousands of players sharing the same communication channel. Within this 

context, coordination is extremely difficult. The desire to avoid conflicting instructions - and 

hence coordinate better - means that often a Fleet Commander is selected or appointed, and 

they provide instructions to the group. The dictatorial nature of voice communication - 

allowing a single voice to dominate - becomes key to the experience of flying in a fleet. 

 

Similarly, we could see this emergent form of communication and coordination as bringing 

itself a form of identity. Fleet Commanders command the actions of hundreds or thousands 

of individuals. In larger operations with multiple fleets, coordinators between them are also 

involved. These fleet commanders - like the commander in There Came An Echo - can only 

communicate with those that have “radios” (that is: voice communication tools), and must 

provide clear orders for their “units” (that is: their subordinates) to follow as to be successful 

at their goals. Perhaps most remarkable is the willingness of other players to subordinate 

themselves to these Fleet Commanders, accepting their role as “line members” - basic 

66  See Appendix B. 
67  Cheng, The Wizard, the Troll and the Fortress 
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soldiers - within major fleets. This speaks to how players began to identify with their 

corporation, and as a result adopt the successes and failures of their larger social group 

rather than their personal success or failure. 

 

This helps voice to take on an identity for both a character and a player and provide a linking 

mechanism between the two. Within EVE, players lack a definitive identity as their avatars.  68

Rather, players are normally identified by their ship they are flying in much the same way 

that players within racing games are identified by the car that they are driving. Without 

avatars to contribute and with thousands of identical ships on grid in major fights, the only 

way for players to be distinguished from the group is through their voice. Player voice forms 

a key part of identity within the context of player interaction, both as coordination and 

identification. Lord Maldoror states “your voice is your passport”. Perhaps further still 

connecting identity to voice is his description of using “a soundboard, an intermediary 

person...or a different language” to conceal his “easily identifiable voice” when spying on 

other groups. 

 

The lack of a definitive avatar also contributes to the avoidance of potential character-player 

identity disjunct. As players are identified by their voices, not their ingame characters - and 

as ships are rarely considered masculine or feminine in nature - players are not jarred by 

voices that differ from the character being portrayed. Player and character identity are 

conjoined, ensuring that immersion is not disrupted by tone of voice alone. 

 

The lack of prerecorded audio could also contribute. The only voice players hear within the 

game is that of the ship assistant “Aura”. Providing voice overs for the initial tutorial for 

players introduces players to the world through the medium of voice, and Aura’s assistance 

helps players to perceive the status of their ship. Alerts are read when their ship is running 

low on energy and ammunition, and she speaks to reassure players that their ships are 

entering warp to confirm that player commands have been received. In many ways, Aura is 

the embodiment for the oft-forgotten ship crew: hapless individuals that are barely mentioned 

or considered, and not acknowledged within the game client at all. Yet with her clinical voice, 

it is easy to believe that she is only there to provide ludic and haptic feedback for the player. 

Nonetheless, the psychologically implications of forgetting the millions of crew members who 

68  Whilst EVE Online created one of the most advanced character creation tools for an update 
released in 2010, avatar gameplay - or “walking in stations” - proved so unpopular that players rioted 
within the game until developers agreed to focus on “classic” aspects of the game. This aspect of 
gameplay has been removed entirely from the game earlier this year.  For more detail, see 
http://www.pcgamer.com/eve-online-senior-producer-on-why-we-ultimately-failed-with-incarna/  
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are sacrificed every day aside, Aura remains the only voice that players hear. This helps to 

standardise audio quality of voices - high-quality pre-recorded audio is not placed adjacent 

to lower-quality live audio, ensuring that immersion is not damaged by an obvious contrast. 

 

Character-player similarities also extend to knowledge of both the in-game world and the 

in-game narratives. As narratives are determined solely by players, forming part of the 

emergent experience of EVE Online, the only source for understanding events across New 

Eden is other players. Developers do not provide meta-information within the game and are 

explicitly banned from doing so outside of the game in their employment contracts. Similarly, 

players cannot provide information that they have not discovered, primarily doing so either 

from other players or by uncovering the information within the game. This too involves a 

degree of player voice - Lord Maldoror observes that “whether the person is a thousand 

miles away or standing next to me, it is their voice I interact with”. 

 

The connection between player voice and character identity also contributes extensively to 

the rudimentary tribalism that is experienced in many MMOs. Whilst Taylor discusses her 

own experiences with players grouping up and embracing server relationships,  players 69

within EVE are likely to continue with the same inter-corporation relationships outside of the 

game. Further, players adopt the same identities even when communicating outside of the 

game, such as on fansites on Reddit, or forums such as Failheap Challenge. 

 

Voice and socialisation emerging from voice can also form a major part of events within 

EVE. Most major events in EVE utilise timers of one kind or another. Shooting an object puts 

it into a state of invulnerability for a period, after which it can be shot again to destroy it. This 

allows defenders an opportunity to gather their fleet and their allies and fight at a time of their 

choosing. This leads to a large number of tactics based around social schedules. “Alarm 

clock operations” is a common term for operations where timers have been set in the middle 

of the night in an attempt to reduce enemy numbers, and controlling and using timers forms 

a major part of the gameplay. Similarly, groups may aim for their timers to come out when 

their opponents are unavailable, with a particularly notorious strategy being to trigger timers 

to come out on major holidays to reduce potential player availability. For example, European 

groups may choose to prepare an offensive on American groups on Thanksgiving as most 

Europeans do not celebrate Thanksgiving, whilst many Americans will be celebrating with 

friends and family. 

69  Taylor, Playing Between Worlds, 311-908 
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Alongside these social difficulties, there is also a large number of technical difficulties when 

travelling in a large group. Not least, players often experience disconnection, client crashes 

or server issues when jumping or warping into areas already populated by large numbers of 

players. As a result of these technical issues, players often arrive early to “timers”, with 

larger fleets arriving before a “timer”. This turns a technical bug into a tactical advantage - 

something passively encouraged by CCP. It is not unusual for one side to form as much as 

two hours before the “timer” will complete, and set themselves up in preparation for the fight 

well in advance to gain a significant tactical advantage. 

 

This creates long periods of time within the game where players are simply waiting in large 

groups.  Lord Maldoror comments that “there are many hours spent waiting and the quality 

of one’s company determines the overall experience.” Whilst many players choose to simply 

play another game - either a single-player game, or one with other players currently in their 

fleet - other players use these opportunities to sit and share stories or chat about events 

happening within the game. These stories form an oral history of the game, with each group 

having it’s own account of events. 

 

EVE Online has now existed for fifteen years, and many groups have existed for significant 

portions of this.  Many of these groups did not have permanent records such as video 70

recordings. Killboards - an out-of-game listing of player-submitted kills - provide some 

evidence, but technical issues and social issues prevent them from being entirely accurate. 

Whilst this oral history is now in the process of being published by “internet spaceship 

historian” Andrew Groen, it was previously preserved almost solely through players talking to 

each other.   71

 

Given the more widespread ability of players to record their gameplay, and the increase in 

peri-texts on fansites and video hosts such as YouTube, players and groups also began to 

present their own histories and stories in a video format. Rooks and Kings creates high 

quality video productions, and Lord Maldoror can often be found narrating. Rooks and Kings 

were amongst the first to include player voices alongside game audio, stating that voice 

communication is seen as an important part of this history. In an email, Lord Maldoror 

70  The group I currently play EVE with, Adhocracy Incorporated, was founded in 2008, making it one 
of the oldest still-current groups in the game. Several of our members have connections to older 
groups such as EVE-University, which was formed in 2006.  
71  Andrew Groen has now published a history. See “Empires of EVE: A History of the Great Wars of 
EVE Online”. 
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explained that “when capturing a moment of EVE in a recording of a battle of campaign, an 

enormous part of the story is in the voices themselves. It’s not just the content of what it is 

said but rather the tone - some of the narrative is carried by rising tensions bubbling through 

the voices of so many different accents and origins”. For Lord Maldoror, voice forms a core 

part of the experience of EVE. 

 

Woodward stated in 2012 that “it’s not crystal clear..how merging [narrative gameplay and 

multiplayer gameplay] together is the best possible way to enhance them both. It seems like 

they’re pushing in different directions.”  For Woodward, a developer-narrative is 72

incongruous with a multiplayer-experience - he feels that multiplayer narratives are formed 

by the players. Yet perhaps now, five years of development later, CCP has grown to see 

how multiplayer gameplay and narrative gameplay can be merged together through the 

utilisation of the social sonic sphere that player voice has created. 

 

Since 2012, player voice has grown to greater prominence in CCP’s marketing. 

Pseudo-player voice has been used for many years, with promotional videos titled “I Was 

There”  attempting to represent someone passing on a story from the recent past, and 73

trailers for expansions such as “Dominion”  including an audiovisual representation of the 74

battle between two opposing factions. In comparison, more recent trailers such as “Citadel”  75

include voice communication that resembles that from gameplay videos such as the Rooks 

and Kings  “Clarion Call” series, with fleet commanders giving orders and an underlying 76

tension to communication. The change from developer-authored voices to player-inspired 

voices seems evident. 

 

Real player voice has also directly become a tool in the EVE Online marketing campaigns. 

For the “This is EVE” video trailer,  CCP invited players to submit recordings - audio and 77

video - of events in the past. CCP then recreated the video using modern day EVE graphics 

72  Graft. "EVE Online and the meaning of 'sandbox'." 
73  CCPGAMES. "EVE Online: "I Was There"." YouTube. July 07, 2011. Accessed September 07, 
2017. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OSxSyv4LC1c. 
74  CCPGAMES. "EVE Online: Dominion Trailer." YouTube. November 24, 2009. Accessed September 
07, 2017. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDVEHE10nHc. 
75  CCPGAMES. "EVE Online: Citadel Cinematic Trailer." YouTube. April 21, 2016. Accessed 
September 07, 2017. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0bjTrPutt4k. 
76  Rooks and Kings are famous within their game for the documentary style series “Clarion Call”, their 
“video battle reports” and their innovative tactics - which they also release videos of to YouTube, such 
as “The Drebuchet”, “The False Tower” and “Gridline Bombing”. They use high-quality game footage 
and produce extremely high quality videos for their audience. 
77  Eve Online. “‘This is EVE’ - Uncensored (2014)”. YouTube. November 21, 2014. Accessed 
September 07, 2017. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AdfFnTt2UT0 
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and in-house trailer tools. Perhaps most importantly CCP overlaid player voice audio 

recordings directly rather than recreating the audio using voice actors. This connected 

players to the trailer as many players could hear familiar voices of major identities within the 

game. Beyond this, it also connected player voice to the game. Players’ voices had entered 

the marketing world of EVE Online, showing clearly that they form part of the game that CCP 

wishes to present to prospective players as both feature and experience. With this in mind, is 

there a situation within which player voice can be considered diegetic?  

 

On one hand, character-player identity consistency aid in the development of what we might 

call a ‘ludic voice’ that is informed solely by character knowledge. This ludic voice acts in a 

representative fashion, unweakened by ingame voice acting that would create inadvertent 

comparisons between professional voice actors and all-too-human player voices. despite the 

essentiality of player voice to current EVE Online gameplay - as represented both by player 

and developer media. This ludic voice helps to create a clear identity for characters within 

the game through allowing players to provide their characters with a voice, aiding their 

inhabitation of the game space. Equally, this ludic voice enables the large-scale multi-player 

events through providing the opportunity for players to take on the role of fleet commanders 

and alliance CEOs. These events help define a player’s identity as part of their community, 

and also through communicating their role to other communities. 

 

However, equally it is hard to dispute that alongside a ludic voice, EVE Online players also 

have a social voice. Despite blurring of in-game and out-of-game identities, players are still 

aware that they are not immortal spaceship commanders dedicated to lifetimes of hunting 

the stars for strategic advantages to overwhelm their opposition. Players, when talking, still 

embody parts of their real life, suggesting some essentiality to knowing the player behind the 

avatar to breed the long-term large communities that EVE Online is famous for within the 

gaming community. 

 

However, we must remember that EVE Online did not initially use such extensive player 

voice, with players predominantly using text chats and in-game communication tools. The 

game was not designed for players to build the communities within the game today with tens 

of thousands of members. The development of these social and ludic voices took many 

years to develop, as these communities began to form. This perhaps explains why trailers 

for the game were initially narrated trailers, before their current trend of being voiced in 

similar or identical fashion to how players use voice within the game today. The use of 
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genuine player voices in developer marketing materials also signifies the essentiality of voice 

to the expected EVE Online play experience. 

  

Voice now forms a core part of gameplay experience in EVE Online, and players are likely to 

hear other players voices almost constantly when playing within the mega-alliances that form 

one of the major draws of new players. For established players such as Lord Maldoror, voice 

- and the programs that facilitate communication - are “the true medium that gives us the 

human dimension [of player organisations].” Given the multi-faceted role of voice within EVE 

Online, we can see that the question of diegetic voice lacks a clear and consistent answer 

within gameplay experiences of EVE Online. 

 

The clearest answer is that player voice is unlikely to ever be entirely diegetic within a digital 

world. EVE Online has a high potential for diegetic voice, which sees realisation in intense 

game situations. However, some interference from the outside world is always likely to seep 

through, particularly within multiplayer games with many audial windows into the outside 

world provided through voice communications. Further, the requirement of a social element 

to EVE - and a relatively large amount of time to socialise built within the game (whether 

deliberately or not) through timer mechanics means that players are provided with large 

scale opportunities to discuss their life and reveal what lies behind their cockpit. EVE Online 

seems to have a more diegetic, immersive, identity-focused voice than other games such as 

Team Fortress 2 or Call of Duty, but maintaining social elements to MMORPGs also means 

that more diegetic does not mean completely diegetic. Nonetheless, it is hard to argue that 

players do not demonstrate a willingness to embrace voice as part of their gameworld and 

gameplay, and recognise characters and players through the identity given by their voice, 

creating a quasi-diegetic player voice at key moments within play. 
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Conclusions and further considerations 
 
EVE Online demonstrates how voices can emerge diegetically from organic relationships 

between players, aided by developers providing space and incentive both for socialisation 

and for rapid, effective communication. Players are able to ludically communicate with each 

other ‘in character’, but also communicate socially ‘out of character’. Social connections form 

an important part of MMORPGs, creating the multiplayer communities that are the defining 

fundamental of the genre. Within MMORPGs, player voices hence play an important part of 

the game experience. 

 

These voices can form part of the fantasy-reality, becoming not only diegetic but also part of 

the game world. The developer-player reciprocity of authorship allows player voices to 

become part of the ‘text’ of a video game under certain situations. We have seen from There 

Came An Echo and Guitar Hero how voice can be interweaved into a single player 

experience cohesively, with voice forming a major part of gameplay in both. 

 

Similarly, voice forms a part of game experiences - narrative, social and otherwise - in many 

multiplayer games. Voice communications can be found within many games such as Team 

Fortress or Call of Duty. MMORPGs often encourage voice communication. Within EVE 

Online, voice is seen as a ‘passport’ to join larger groups with microphones being a 

requirement to join most ‘serious’ corporations. In many ways, we can connect player voice 

in EVE Online to character identity, in a similar fashion that Collins connects character 

identity to voice in single-player games such as Mass Effect.  78

 

In many ways, this paper serves more as an introduction to a topic than as a conclusive 

commentary on player voice becoming diegetic. Whilst we have examined the potential for 

player voices to enter fantasy-realities without breaking immersive qualities of the video 

game, we equally much conclude that potential and reality are often very different. Simply 

providing the opportunity for diegetic voice - which headsets and microphones have done 

essentially since their inception - does not ensure that players will speak in a diegetic 

fashion. 

 

Players are unlikely to constantly sacrifice their own identity in favour of another fictional 

identity -  which is most likely a sign of good mental health on their part. Character identity 

78  Collins, Playing With Sound. 74-76. 
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within games has some relationship to player identity, but the strength of the link varies 

dramatically. From a social angle, players are likely to play within their own real world social 

networks or with online communities. These ensure that the social component remains 

within player voices. 

 

Therefore, we should conclude that the role of player voice should be considered carefully 

when examining video game audio. Despite not being authored by the developer, player 

voice is a core part of text. Some questions for academics considering analyses of 

multiplayer games could be established. Is voice a core part of gameplay experience? Do 

players within a game speak ludically, as well as socially? How does the use of voice 

change the fantasy-reality? 

 

This paper also provides a starting point for further investigations outside of player voices. 

The use of non-audio player voices could also be developed by a consideration of ludic and 

social uses. We have discussed at times text chat within this paper, such as the use of ‘local 

channel’ in the story of Lysus and Catiz. Perhaps more fascinating is the use of graphical 

indicators such as emoticons or player actions. This could be seen as the subversion of 

developer-created “social communication” tools. Whilst the use of inappropriate emotes and 

actions as a ‘taunt’ is universal, such as “dancing” just outside of someone’s range in a PvP 

arena on World of Warcraft, the discussion of how social networks create a complex lexicon 

of ludic meaning behind avatar actions would provide an opportunity to examine player 

communities in more detail. 

 

An examination of broader player-created audio could be also found, particularly where 

sound is being used as a proxy for communication. This could be seen as the subversion of 

developer-created “ludic communication” tools. The use of developer-provided player-utilised 

audio in “pings” within Multiplayer-Online Battle Arenas such as League of Legends could be 

seen as another example of communicative game audio similar to player voice. Designed for 

use within a ludic context, the subversion of these tools for social communication provides 

an avenue for further discussion of the relationship between ludic and social components to 

player audio in multiplayer experiences. 

 

Finally, the paper sets out some examples of player audio, which could allow developers and 

community coordinators within the gaming industry to begin to better understand the 

nebulous and often hard-to-understand use of player voice. Within gameplay trailers for 
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games such as Anthem  developer-authored pseudo-”player dialogue” is often described as 79

“cringy”  by potential players. This is due to it’s lack of resemblance to typical player 80

communication and the developer’s apparent lack of understanding as to how and why 

players communicate within multi-player experiences. A better understanding of the duality 

of ludic and social purposes for player voice would allow them to design greater space within 

their game for voices to enter the fantasy-reality diegetically. It would also permit them to 

create better “gameplay” trailers that connect better to their target audience and market 

player voice more efficiently. 

 

Player voice - whether social or ludic - is a tool for communication within games. Whilst this 

paper cannot examine all means for communication, nor how these methods create or 

disrupt immersion, it can establish that player voice can sometimes form part of the ‘text’ of a 

video game. As both academic and EVE Online player, I find it is best to conclude by 

agreeing with Lord Maldoror: the virtual world and the real world can often be ever present 

within each other in multi-player games. Whether a visit to the opera, or a trek through 

distant star systems, it’s important to remember that players and characters meet in virtual 

spaces of fantasy-reality, through the media of player voice. 

  

79  "Anthem Official Gameplay Reveal." YouTube. June 11, 2017. Accessed September 07, 2017. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EL5GSfs9fi4&feature=youtu.be. 
80  A discussion of some of the pertinent the factors can be seen on the thread created on popular 
aggregation site reddit: "Anthem Official Gameplay Reveal • r/gaming." 
https://www.reddit.com/r/gaming/comments/6god6z/anthem_official_gameplay_reveal/diru4n3/. 
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Appendix A : Reviews 
 
Steam review of “Remember Me” by user Yamacrate 
 
Awesome story, crippling controls. 
I would love to finish this game because the story seems really good, but the controls are so 
bad that it turns me away. In this age of gaming, this shouldn't of made it past testing 
because of this issue. The mouse lag is the worst I've ever experienced. It's like you have to 
move your mouse a lot just to get the screen to move. If you like high mouse sensitivity like 
me, once the screen finally moves, it's hard not to overcorrect. The main character also 
moves way to far for every key tap. Also, when I'm jumping around on ledges, the meanings 
of WASD change depending on the camera angle which is very frustrating as well. If I want 
to technically jump backwards onto another ledge, I want to press down and not left, right, or 
up. Speaking of camera angles, I do like weird camera angles, but this game takes it a bit 
too far.  
 
Maybe I should try it with a controller sometime... 
 
I feel like I should get immersed in the game like Deus Ex, but the controls just ruin it. I'm 
glad I got this game on sale. 
 
Source: http://steamcommunity.com/app/228300/discussions/0/648811852535118308/ 
Accessed 7th September 2017 
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Appendix B : Emails 
 
Email 1 from “Lord Maldoror”, dated 01/08/2017 
 
Hey, 
  
Thanks for your mail. I'll attempt some responses below, paying special attention to the issue 
of voice. Some topics, such as the most 'memorable moment' may be a little broad so I'll try 
and focus on the core questions that relate to your paper (at least for this mail).  
  
"In all of your YouTube videos, you can hear the voices of the people you play with. 
Though it’s now more common, I remember it being uncommon at the time. Could you 
tell me a little about why you chose to include player voices in your videos?" 
  
When I first started to release "Eve videos", over a decade ago, it was somewhat unusual for 
people to release snippets of the player communications of their fleets. 
  
The reasons for this reluctance were probably varied. Some may have felt that sharing 
"comms" might compromise tactics and offer vital information to an enemy (in Eve, 
information is power). Others probably based their reluctance on a notion of it not being the 
'done thing' and that intimate communication recordings in heated moments of virtual battle 
might be embarrassing in some way. I'm sure there were also those video makers who held 
to the mistaken belief that people would rather hear a pounding music track unsullied by 
player voices. 
  
There are number of reasons why I felt player voices had to be included: 
  
1) A story in Eve has tactical and mechanical dimensions: ship fittings, strategy, positioning, 
surprise, control of the battlefield, etc. However, a story also has human dimensions. These 
are people who got up for 'alarm clock ops' at obscene hours each day, kept abreast of 
developments even when dining at a restaurant and theory-crafted Eve while looking out of 
train windows on long journeys. It would be fair to say - and it is a notion supported in the 
general gaming community - that there has never been a virtual world in which people have 
been more obsessively invested than Eve online. 
  
Therefore when "capturing" a moment of Eve in the recording of a battle or campaign, an 
enormous part of the story is in the voices themselves. It's not just the content of what it is 
said but rather the tone itself - some of the narrative is carried by rising tensions bubbling 
through the voices of so many different accents and origins. 
  
2) I wanted to preserve memories of the people I played with. I also wanted to preserve a 
specific time in online life: there is an ongoing struggle for the nature of what online gaming 
"is" and history may yet recall the excesses of Eve as being an outlier rather than a herald of 
the future. Not everything about Woodstock 1969 appears to be preserved in festivals of 
today. 
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Many groups in EVE Online make headsets a requirement of joining them. Was this a 
requirement in RnK?  Do you think that EVE Online has a greater use of voice during 
gameplay? 
  
It's fair to say that in Eve, your voice is your passport. It's difficult to imagine a player joining 
any serious Eve group without having a headset. 
  
Joining Eve alliances is notoriously labyrinthine. This was certainly true of Rooks and Kings 
(today we don't really recruit at all) and applicants had to wade through a myriad of 
questionnaires and forms. However, the most crucial aspect was always whether a 
candidate could establish rapport during interviews on Teamspeak. 
  
Those early conversations with a recruit went well beyond Eve, or even gaming, and into 
general discussions about online life, sexuality, esoterica, physics or indeed anything the 
candidate could bring to the table. 
  
In Eve there are many hours spent waiting and the quality of one's company determines the 
overall experience. More importantly, Rooks and Kings is not necessarily an adventure that 
begins or ends in New Eden. Some of that is to do with the initiatives that people undertake 
together after having established trust and affection in the virtual environment (e.g. in 
business or creative pursuits or relationships) and some is probably to do with the greater 
'war' going on beyond the virtual spaceships and explosions: the battle of internet culture 
versus control, sandbox experience versus regimented one, censorship, Usenet versus 
Facebook, and all that stuff. 
  
I've written before that one of the most interesting aspects of urban exploration (abandoned 
factories, disused mental hospitals, Chernobyl, underground caverns) is the unique shared 
experience of seeing something that most people in the world above never will. Exploring an 
online 'metagame', or the finer obsessive details of a virtual world, is also sharing something 
that most people will never understand. 
  
Throughout all of that, whether the person is a thousand miles away or standing next to me, 
it is their voice I interact with - everything else is a construction on top of the basic foundation 
with which I forged that bond online, and that foundation is voice. 
  
McLuhan's 'medium is the message' still has traction in the modern online gaming world. I do 
suspect that much of the way Eve groups are organised comes via the true medium that 
gives us the human dimension: not so much the game itself as the voice communication 
program running next to it. Some of our members are very fond of VR and we've often 
remarked how different RnK might be if we'd met ten years from now and forged our bonds 
through tense moments of competitive gameplay via VR instead of Teamspeak. 
  
I hope this response is of some use to you. If you have further questions, don't hesitate to 
ask.  Best wishes,  LM 
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Email 2 reply to “Lord Maldoror”, dated 23/08/2017 
 
Dear LM, 
 
Thank you for taking the time to reply to me.  I had a few questions to explore further with 
you, if you have the patience to indulge my curiosity and the time to write another email. 
 
(1) You mentioned that voice was a "passport" within EVE. I am aware that Rooks and Kings 
have migrated - in part at least - to Serenity, where I presume the predominant language is 
Chinese. Have you found that not sharing a common language has posed any significant 
issues? Has there been any major differences in how player bases communicate when 
comparing Serenity and Tranquility? 
 
(2) Speaking of communication, you've talked about preserving memories. I'm familiar with 
your VBRs, Clarion Call, and so on, which could be seen as part of that preservation. I 
wondered whether there were other stories that had also been preserved - similar to those 
that you shared when CCP asked for player stories - and, if so, how these were preserved? 
Does this tie into the "telling stories of old" that you mention as a way to keep players 
focused in the wormhole Clarion Call? 
 
(3) Finally, you've discussed voice as a basis of communication, of the foundation of the 
bond between pilots which - as you say - could perhaps be hard to understand for those that 
don't enjoy virtual communities in quite the same way. An often mentioned complaint - such 
as in many discussions of the aptly-named (or aspirational...?) Second Life - is that there is a 
perpetual risk that a player's in-game identity is transgressed by a player's voice countering 
their created identity. To speak broadly: a female character may be played by a man, or an 
elderly wizard discovered to be a prepubescent boy with little life experience. 
 
Have you had ever experienced this within EVE? Or, perhaps more broadly, experienced a 
surprising difference of identity when meeting some of your fellow RnK members outside of 
the virtual environment? On a similar note, pro-anonymity academics have suggested the 
use of voice changers to retain anonymity in an online virtual environment. What would your 
opinion be of someone doing this - based either on experience or supposition? Would you 
see this as affecting voice as the virtual passport? 
 
That's the second round of questions, and I imagine that I will not have many more after 
these are done (if only because of time constraints - my paper is due 8th September!) unless 
I turn my thesis into something more fully fledged. 
 
Thank you again for your time and your thoughts, 
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Email 3 from “Lord Maldoror”, dated 04/09/2017 
 
Hey, 
  
I'll get straight to it. 
  
1) I don't speak any Chinese (sadly) and my adventures there are only possible via my friend 
(and RnK member) Fulcrum, who speaks fluent English. The Serenity players (mainly FCs) 
who are "in" Rooks and Kings are with us on TS most evenings, whether it's racing in Forza 
or talking about life or whatever else. Thus we've not really faced the challenge of integrating 
with any community that is based around a different language. 
  
2) I literally mean stories of old - i.e. historical oddities, mysteries or areas of expertise that 
people can share from different walks of life or their various specific obsessions. 
  
More than just listen passively, the people on TS are a resource that members can use. That 
can be anything from helping with a thesis, entering a neural net competition together or, 
say, cross-referencing the finer points of the Dyatlov Pass Incident.  
  
Sometimes groups tried to play on our patience in Eve and deny us an engagement. This 
was never successful against us because it was never frustrating - these are the people I 
choose to spend my time with and if there are no spaceships to shoot at, the evening will still 
follow an intriguing path. 
  
As for 'Eve stories', only a small percentage of the action makes it to a video. We have 
plenty of unreleased videos and documents and indeed untold stories. A copy of the Eve 
history of RnK exists on a collection of hard drives (~40TB) I keep at my bank, so if I'm hit by 
a bus there's still a chance Eld or someone takes up the reigns there. 
  
3) I'm aware of Second Life and I admire it mostly for the interesting expressions of 
sexuality; a more modern alt.sex.stories, if you will. Time and circumstance conspired such 
that I never really played it much - I do plan for RnK to have a presence in the VR sequel, 
however. 
  
I think that the difference to Eve is that Second Life plays to a much greater degree on 
fantasy, suspension of disbelief, immersion, etc. The 'meta game' in Eve is so ever-present 
(as you know) that it would be a bit like asking Bobby Fischer if he thought of a knight on a 
horse when moving his equivalent chess piece. In the end, even if the girl flying an 
interdictor was really an old man with a voice changer, or vice versa, as long as the job is 
done well I'm not sure any of it would really matter. 
  
How much it would matter to a Second life player is probably debatable, too. That's a big 
subject since it depends on the type of the interaction, mental investment in the actor vs. the 
scene, etc. 
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As for voice changers, I think the technology is still lacking. I suppose I've encountered the 
reverse problem which is that my voice is easily recognisable in the Eve community, so if I 
want to spy on another group, I have to use a soundboard in fleet, an intermediary person to 
relay voice or simply speak in a different language. I don't consider any voice changer I've 
looked at (mostly for fun) to satisfactorily eliminate the audio equivalent of the 'uncanny 
valley' effect (for longer conversations). 
  
When I meet RnK members outside of the virtual environment I find that the virtual world is 
ever present in the 'real' one. Whether it's a visit to the opera or a trek through an 
abandoned coal mine, it's nice thinking that you met in space. 
  
Best wishes, 
  
LM 
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Appendix C : Version History 
 
 

07/09/2017 submitted to Royal Holloway, University of London 

08/09/2017 fixed title, added additional citation, added contact details. Fixed some spelling 
errors 

27/10/2017 Readability fixes: removed fragmented sentence. Adjusted some phrasing. Split 
some complex sentences. 
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